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Bangor begins first annual Beer Week.
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Invisible illnesses are as harmful as visible ones.

2015 Engineering Job Fair brings more
opportunities for engineering students

Engineering students filled the New Balance Student Recreation Center for UMaine’s 2015 Engineering Job Fair on Oct. 15.

Nathaniel Trask
Contributor
More than 90 employers
set up tables on the basketball courts to showcase
their companies and talk
with interested students at
the 2015 engineering job
fair last Thursday.
Some of the notable
companies who flooded the New Balance Rec
Center include General
Electric, Procter & Gam-

ble, Bath Iron Works, and
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard.
“The competition at the
job fair is pretty high,”
Samuel Pierce, a third-year
mechanical
engineering
student, said. “There are a
lot of companies here, but
there are a lot of students
applying to the jobs they
offer.”
The event was organized jointly by the University of Maine College

of Engineering and the
Career Center. The Career Center specializes in
helping students search for
jobs in their field and help
them prepare their resumes
and cover letters.
Organizers gave out
name tags at the door and
took professional photographs for participants.
Many students dressed
professionally, adorned in
suits and ties.
“It is usually a big event

every year,” Adam Bucknell, a third year computer science student, said.
“Every year there are new
companies to look into and
new positions available.”
Many companies hire
UMaine students as part
of their workforce, and all
engineering majors were
represented by the employers and had positions designed for them. Positions
included full-time jobs, internships or co-ops for the

For the 2015-2016 academic year, the University
of Maine will be including
a winter session to supplement the spring and fall
sessions. Courses will begin on Dec. 28, and conclude on Jan. 15.
According to the University of Maine Winter
Session website, students
are allowed to take a maximum of four credits during
the winter session. Credits
earned during the winter
session will be credited
to the Spring term for all
academic affairs purposes,
such as grading and dean’s
list consideration.
New students may register in person, by mail or
via an online registration
form. Current students of
UMaine can register via
MaineStreet, with help being provided Division of
Lifelong Learning (DLL)
Advising Center.
The session will be
Tuesday
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comprised solely of online
courses. Monique LaRocque, associate provost at
DLL, said this new winter
session will help students
keep on track with their

“We hope that
many students will
work towards completing 30 credits
per year, as this will
greatly reduce their
student debt over
time.”
Monique LaRoque
Associate Provost

degree, while enjoying
their break.
“The goal of online is
so that students can still
go home for the holiday
break and be with family
and friends, while taking
Wednesday
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3 credits to work towards
their degree,” LaRocque
said.
The DLL’s initiative,
called “Think 30”, encourages students to stay on
track with their degree by
taking 30 credit hours per
year, allowing for graduation in four years. Many
of the courses in the winter session satisfy general
education
requirements
essential to prompt graduation.
“We hope that many
students will work towards
completing 30 credits per
year as this will greatly
reduce their student debt
over time,” LaRocque
said. “The Winter Session
offers a number of gen ed
courses that students can
take over the Winter Session and continue to make
progress towards their degree.”
There is no figure for
the amount of students that
are interested in the first
See Winter on A2
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spring, summer or fall.
“We are ecstatic with
the number of students that
came by,” Kevin Reed,
a fourth-year engineer at
Sappi Fine Paper, said.
“We have a lot of chemical
engineering interns so it is
nice to see.
“We have seen a variety of students of all disciplines,” Adam Brewer,
the senior sales engineer
for New England Controls,
said. New England Con-

trols is a local business
partner for Emerson Process Management.
The
University
of
Maine Career Center is
also holding the 2016 Career Fair which will be
held on Feb. 3, 2016 in the
New Balance Student Recreation and Fitness Center.
The event is open to all
majors and will feature organizations such as Bangor
Savings Bank, Lucas Tree
Experts and Athenahealth.

Provost decides to
change academic
calendar despite
student opposition

University of Maine
introduces Winter
Session for 2015-2016
Samuel Shepherd
News Editor

Maggie Gautrau, Staff

Marcella Cheviot
Contributor
The Provost met to
decide the future of the
University of Maine’s
academic calendar on
Thursday, Oct. 8. The
debate over whether or
not the length of UMaine’s spring break would
be altered ended with
the Provost in favor of
changing to a one week
spring break with two
longer weekends in the
spring semester.
The
change has no effect on
this year ’s academic calendar, most likely taking effect in two to three
years.
Earlier in the semester, the General Student
Senate was asked whether or not the student body
was in favor of changing
the academic calendar
to match the other uniFriday
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versities in the UMaine
system.
The Student
Government sent out a

“We feel that the
voice of the student
body was simply
discarded in this
case.”
Student Government
via Press Release

campus wide survey in
order to collect the student body’s general opinSaturday
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ion on the subject.
According to Student
Government’s
recent
press release, over 2,000
undergraduate students
were polled. Of those
students, over 75 percent
were in favor of keeping the two week spring
break. 22 percent were
in favor of two separate
weeks and only 3 percent
were in favor of the model finally chosen.
In the press release,
the Student Government
voiced their discontent
with the Provost’s decision.
“We feel that the voice
of the student body was
simply discarded in this
case,” their release stated. “The survey we circulated even allowed for
students to explain why
they felt the way they
See Calendar on A3
Sunday
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“Visualizing Home and Homelessness”
on Display In Lord Hall Art Gallery
Joshua Fabel
Contributor
There is a new art exhibit
on display in Lord Hall.
The exhibit, which opened
on Oct. 9 and runs until Nov.
13, is split into two separate sections, “Visualizing
Home and Homelessness”
and “Young Photographers,”
but they are both united by a
central theme of interpreting
what is “home,” and what it
means to be “homeless.”
According to The Maine
Photo Project, “Visualizing Home and Homelessness” features the work of
19 Maine photographers.
“Young Photographers” features the work of 14 middle
school to high school-aged
students from Orono schools,
the Carleton Project and

Shaw House in Bangor. The
Shaw House is a shelter for
homeless and at-risk teens.
“I’ve always been interested in both aspects (home
and homelessness), what it
is that associates with being
at home or having a home.
It isn’t always just a place;
sometimes it’s other kinds
of things,” Curator of Lord
Hall Gallery and Professor
of Art Hicks said. “I’ve also
been concerned about the increasing number of people
who are without a shelter
and homeless people. So I
wasn’t sure what I was going
to get.”
Hicks also detailed how
the photographs were selected for the exhibit.
“In this gallery (the large
gallery) they were submitted
by the artist digitally, and I

collected them. We, the jury,
then worked from those digital photographs to decide
which ones to be included.
The jury was George DeWolfe, who is a well known
photographer who lives on
the coast, Elizabeth Greenberg, also a well known photographer who is one of the
administrators at Maine Media Workshop in Rockport,
and myself,” Hicks said.
When asked about the
pieces, and if there are any
particular ones that stand
out, Hicks had said each
piece is unique and can be
approached differently from
the rest.
“I think people will be
drawn to different ones due
to different reasons,” Hicks
said.
The “Young Photogra-

“Visualizing Home and Homelessness” was on display Oct. 9.

phers” section of the exhibit
is designed to make viewers think critically about

the ideas presented. Hicks
discussed how there is no
segregation between the art-

Kyah Lucky, Contibutor

ists who are from the Orono
See Lord Hall on A3
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First Annual Homecoming parade, fair set
the table for Maine-Yale football game

“Bulldog BBQ” was the winning float in the Homecoming Parade.

Marcus Caliendo
Staff Writer
The
University
of
Maine held its first annual homecoming parade and
float competition on Saturday. The parade came
just before the Black Bears
football team took on the
Yale University Bulldogs.
The parade’s theme
was “University of Maine
Black Bears beating the
Yale Bulldogs,” and began
at noon at the Collins Center for the Arts parking lot,
going from the top of Long
Road, and ending outside
of the tailgate area in the
shadow of Morse Field.
Directing the parade is

Calendar
from A1

did- and many of them
had compelling reasons.”
Among the reasons
listed were travel costs
for out-of-state students.
UMaine’s flagship
campus has the largest number of out-ofstate and international
students of any of the
campuses in the UMaine
system. Another concern
listed was for service
trips used by many student organizations.
Student Government
President, Harold Stewart, voiced his frustration

MaineStream LLC with
funding from University
of Maine Student Government Inc.. In MaineStream’s own words, they
“are becoming the video
voice for the University of
Maine.”
The University of Maine
Police Department ushered
in the participants, along
with Bananas T. Bear, the
dance team, cheerleaders
and the marching band. In
total, six floats took part.
Abbey Gutowski, co
owner of Mainestream
LLC, admitted that she
was overwhelmed by the
event’s preparation, and
hoped the event would be
larger.
over the Provost’s decision. “We also sent the
Provost a report with this
information and compelling reasons why students are in favor of it.
We also encouraged the
other schools to consider
following our model as
well and provided them
with some reasons why.”
Despite the Student
Government’s
efforts,
the Provost decided on
the model least favored
by the student body and
Student
Government.
The Student Government remains optimistic
that the decision will be
reversed during the approval process.

“Obviously, trying to
advertise and communicate something new to an
entire campus and community is really hard, way
harder than I expected,”
Gutowski said. “I’m hoping in the next years to
come, this will become a
much bigger event, and
more of the school will get
involved.”
MaineStream is a film
crew and business that
specializes in promotional videos and advertising.
They have shot promotional videos for multiple
varsity sports teams on
campus. The business relies on a number of student
interns.

Lord Hall
from A2

schools and those from the
Carleton Project and Shaw
House, and how the photographs from the Carleton
Project and Shaw house had
a surprising impact on the
idea of home and homelessness.
“For the young people at
the Shaw House and the Carleton Project, I expected, and
this is potentially a problem,
I’d get more about them having a sense of being homeless. That isn’t what we got
at all,” Hicks said. “What we
got was, ‘This is my home.
Whether that be on the street

Courtesy of MaineStream LLC

A webpage created by
MaineStream
member
Aysha Vear entitled “UMaine’s First Annual Homecoming Parade 2015: Beat
the Bulldogs” showcases
MaineStream’s production
style. In one of the promotional videos, UMaine
mascot Bananas T. Bear is
shown walking a bulldog
on a leash, and then tying
it to a fence at the stadium
as no dogs are allowed.
The parade culminated
to the Homecoming Fair
in front of the Larry K.
Mahaney Baseball Clubhouse. The fair included inflatable games and
bounce houses, as well as
food provided by Student
or wherever it is, this is
home.’ I think we can read
into them (the photographs),
and I thought that was an interesting outcome.”
“Visualizing Home and
Homelessness” and “Young
Photographers” will continue to feature the photographs
until Nov. 13. Notable photographers with work on display include Michael Grillo,
Elizabeth Greenberg, Sally
Levi, Amy Pierce, and Laurie Hicks herself. The exhibit
is open on weekdays from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.
“It’s a phenomena for
people who don’t have a
voice, getting the opportunity to use a voice through
photography,” Hicks said.

Entertainment. There was
also live music from local
band Wyld Lyfe.
Gutowski said that
homecoming is usually only centered around
the football game, so her
group wanted to add a new
facet to the homecoming
experience.
“Homecoming is great,
but it seems to be very
revolved around just the
game,” Gutowski said. “I
think it should be a much
bigger ordeal, that unites
the entire campus and
community, just for a day.”
The ever-present rain
pinned back festivities
around 3:00 p.m., causing crowds to seek shelter

Winter
from A1

ever winter session, but
LaRocque said she anticipates some participation.
“As this is the first
time we are offering an
online [winter session],
we are not sure how many
students will take advantage of this term,” Larocque said. “We anticipate
around more than 300 students. “
Financial aid for winter
courses will be included
in the Spring awards. Aid
for the winter session will
be disbursed no earlier
than Jan. 11, according the

in the New Balance Field
House, which was home
to a craft fair. Though the
rain continued, fans filled
the Harold Alfond Stadium.
The winner of the
competition,
announced
at halftime of the game,
was a float entitled “Bulldog BBQ”. Participants
adorned chef hats rode in a
navy and sky blue float, an
obvious play on cooking
the Yale Bulldogs.
“They absolutely nailed
it,” Gutowski said.
Yale would have the last
laugh however, eventually
defeating the Black Bears
21-10.
Maine website.
There are other campuses in the University of
Maine System that offer
winter sessions similar to
this one. LaRocque said
UMS campuses are looking to integrate their programs in sessions to come.
“There are other campuses within the UMS that
offer [a] winter session.
We will likely coordinate
our approach to Winter
Session across the campuses for Winter Session
2017.“
Registration for winter
courses will begin on Oct.
26. A comprehensive list
of courses offered, 21 in
total, is available online.
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Weekly Updates
Police
Beat

UMPD

The best from UMaine’s finest

Sam Shepherd
News Editor
Oct. 4
10:53 p.m. - You tried really hard
University of Maine Police Department (UMPD)
responded to a fire alarm activation in Knox Hall. When
located, the subjects admitted to using a vaporizer in
their room. They attempted

to shield the vapor from the
smoke detector with a plastic
bag. However, their efforts
were in vain and both parties
were referred to Judicial Affairs.
Oct. 5
2:41 p.m. - Things that
birds excrete
UMPD responded to a

suspicious complaint at the
Satellite Parking Lot. The
subject thought that his car
was egged, citing white
marks on the vehicle. UMPD
officer believed it to be bird
droppings. Unfortunately, the
car was out of the range of a
security camera.
Oct. 7
4:13 p.m. - Bad timing

UMPD responded to an
odor of marijuana that was
detected during thier patrol
of Balentine Hall. As the
officers walked by, a door
opened and the origin of the
smell was found. Hunter Nelson, a first year student, was
charged with possession of
marijuana, admitted to smoking marijuana and turned
over marijuana and a grinder.
Oct. 8
10:24 p.m. - Worse timing
UMPD responded to a
Resident Assistant (RA) report of underage drinking in
York Hall. Upon arrival, officers observed an individual
leaving the room in question
with an open bottle of Angry Orchard hard cider in
his hand. This lead officers

to the room of Jesse Averka,
a first year student, who was
summonsed for possession of
alcohol.

a minor.

Oct. 10
1:42 a.m. - See you guys
Later

UMPD responded to
an RA report of underage
drinking in Gannett. Upon
arrival, found seven teens
participating in the act.
Dayna Smith, of Addison,
Maine, Bayley Raysmith, of
Milbridge, Maine, Joshua
Goston, also of Milbridge,
Maine, all non-students were
summonsed for possession
of alcohol by a minor. The
residents of the room, Jennifer Matthews and Kaitlyn
Robinson, first-year students,
were also summonsed. Two
juveniles were also in the
room, receiving juvenile
summonses. The parents
were contacted and were informed of the summonses.

UMPD responded to
an RA report of underaged
drinking in Gannett Hall, citing that they saw two underaged non-students drinking
in the hallway. They were
identified as Kathleen Later
and Justin Freitas, and were
located by UMPD, leading to
officers finding Otto Sahlen
and Paxton Oversmith, also
non-students. They were visiting a friend, a UMaine student, who received a referral
to Judicial Affairs. All four
non-students were charged
with possession of alcohol by

9:59 p.m. - Please don’t
call my mom

The World
This Week
Oct. 13 - Playboy Magazine announced that their print magazine
would no longer feature nude images of models. These changes will
take effect in the March 2016 issue.
Oct. 17 - Migrants from the Middle East are diverted to Slovenia after
Hungary closed their borders. Slovenian officials say that the army
would be used to help the flow of refugees from Croatia.
Oct. 18 - Two Arab attackers opened fire in a bus station in Israel,
wouding five. One shooter was shot and killed and the other was
injured. United States Secretary of State John Kerry announced that
he will meet with Israeli and Palestinian leaders in the near future.

Monday, October 19, 2015

Briefs

Quick news from around the
University of Maine System

Sam Shepherd
News Editor

UMaine named a
Geospatial
Sciences
Center of Academic Excellence
The University of
Maine has been named
a national Center of Academic Excellence in
Geospatial Sciences, a
designation
sponsored
by the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency
and U.S. Geological Survey.
Geospatial
Sciences
uses information technol-

News • A5
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ogy to understand people and processes of the
Earth. This field of study
allows them to better understand
contemporary
issues from a physical,
rather than a sociological, perspective.
UMaine is among 17
universities from across
the nation to receive
this award. This major
is based in the School of
Computing and Information Sciences at UMaine
and was recently overhauled by faculty, offering more distinction.
Harlan Onsrud, profes-

sor of spatial information
science and engineering,
accepted the award in
Washington on behalf of
the University.
UMaine economist’s
report published by Lumina Foundation
Margaret Chase Smith
Policy Center Professor
of Economics and Public
Policy Philip Trostel published a report through
the Lumina Foundation
that addressed the value
of rising higher education costs.

Trostel said in the report that, though costs of
higher education are rising, college is worth it.
“The evidence is overwhelming that college
pays off in a big way,
both for individuals and
for
society,”
Professor Trostel told UMaine
News.
Trostel focused on the
monetary aspect in his
report, but also on things
people
don’t
always
think about in terms of a
college education. Facts
shown in the reports
show that Americans
with bachelor degrees are
44 percent more likely to
report good or excellent
health over those without
them.
“In some contexts,
an issue basically boils
down to the monetary
bottom line. In other contexts, though, focusing
just on the dollars is like

throwing the baby out
with the bathwater. The
value of a college education is one such example,” Trostel told UMaine
News.
Lumina, based in Indiana, is an independent,
private foundation whose
goal is to increase the
percentage of Americans
with high quality degrees
and other credentials to
60 percent.
UMaine
researcher
to be published Marine
Ecology Progress Series
Journal
Rachel Lasley-Rasher,
a post-doctoral researcher for the University of
Maine Darling Marine
Center, will have an article published in a prestigious journal regarding
the location of elusive
shrimp species.
Lasley-Rasher saw a

problem with underestimation of shrimp population, as most shrimp are
not easily caught. These
numbers
could
help
bridge the gap in the understanding of the marine
food chain and migration
of shrimp.
Taking a different approach,
Lasley-Rasher
decided to seek out the
fish that consume these
shrimp to study their
stomachs for shrimp.
Fish like pike and dogfish
were used in the study.
The study uncovered
new migration patterns
and confirmed speculation about shrimp migration. An article about
the findings, “It Takes
Guts to Locate Elusive
Crustacean Prey” will
be featured in the October edition of the Marine
Ecology Progress Series
journal.
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EDITOR’S NOTE

ANAD week highlights ‘invisible illness’

The rapidly approaching Anorexia Nervosa
& Associated Disorders
(ANAD) week, a five-day
event dedicated to raising campus consciousness
about positive body image and self-confidence,
has cultivated a perfect
environment in which to
discuss a pervasive problem on campuses across
the country: the difficulty
of attending an institution
of higher learning while
struggling with an invisible illness.
Skepticism
about
the legitimacy of difficult-to-spot
disorders
persists on these campus-

es, and the University of
Maine is, unfortunately, no
exception. The insidiousness of autoimmune, body
dysmorphic and personality disorders is troubling,
their negative influence
spanning both social and
academic situations, virtually undetected in many
instances. The impact of
these ailments is felt by
more students than any
one person may imagine,
simply because they exist
so quietly.
The resulting difficulty with academic performance felt by afflicted
students is staggering.
Late and missing assign-

ments require a doctor’s
note and proof of illness:
something
notoriously
difficult to provide when
that illness is primarily
mental or chronic. Those
suffering from depression,
anxiety or anorexia may
be rendered incapacitated
by their disorder — yet
remain unable to prove
their plight to professors,
therefore unable to receive
extensions for assignments
due during a relapse.
Socially, those suffering
from these sorts of diseases rarely receive the sort of
sympathy and understanding required to overcome
the pain, both mental and

Is a presidential
debate’s success
determined by the
questions being asked?
Brooke Bailey
Contributor
Is a presidential debate’s
success determined by the
questions being asked?
The Republican Party has
gained a fair amount of attention as result of its 2016
presidential candidates. The
party’s two debates and rather large pool of candidates
have made it the source of
media attention for weeks.
After airing their first debate last week, however, the
Democratic Party has stolen
the spotlight.
After comparing the three
debates, the majority opinion
from numerous media sites
suggests that the Democratic
debate was more composed
and issue-oriented than both
of the Republican debates.
Some viewers, like Donald
Trump, even described the
Democrat debate as boring
— and it’s true, the Democrats seemed to debate in an
entirely different tone than
the Republicans. But was
the ultimate favorability of

the Democrat debate caused
by the difference in party
values? Was it because there
were less candidates, making
it less chaotic? Or was it due
to the more sensible questions that the Democratic
candidates were asked?
The previously aired Republican debates were entertaining and watched by
many, but they were also
rather sporadic and infused
with drama among the candidates. Candidates continuously and competitively
called out other members in
an attempt to boost their own
political agenda. Though this
could be a successful tactic
for candidates in order to distinguish themselves amongst
one another, the pinpointing
was excessive, and spurred
on by leading questions.
Many of the questions asked
of the candidates specifically
mentioned the actions of another candidate, forcing the
contender to answer with an
opinion of their challenger.
For instance, during the
recent Republican debate,
candidate Carly Fiorina was

asked, “You’ve dismissed
him [Donald Trump] as an
entertainer. Would you feel
comfortable with Donald
Trump’s finger on the nuclear codes?”
Donald Trump was asked
a similar question by the
moderator, “Mr. Trump, I
want to give you a chance
to respond to something
that your rival to your left,
Governor Bush, said. Governor Bush told me last week
when I read him the quote
from Governor Jindal that he
agrees you’re not a serious
candidate.”
Though this style of questioning may be helpful in
showing viewers where candidates disagree, it composed
an excessively large number
of accusatory questions, and
resulted in a contest of mudslinging that made it difficult
to focus on the issues the
candidates were discussing.
Dissimilarly, there were
hardly any offensive remarks
amongst the Democratic
candidates in their first deSee Presidential on A7
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physical, that comes along
with an invisible illness.
Though clubs and centers
on campus provide vitally
needed support, the student body at large takes an
overwhelmingly negative
attitude about people seen
as “needy” and “negative.”
Chronic pain and distress
is noted and empathized
with for a short period,
then dismissed as annoying, dramatic or excessive
when it persists.
But the pain, and the
hardship, is far from fleeting — and continued care
is necessary to successfully overcome any disorder
of this nature. A culture

that demonizes, diminishes and discounts the very
real pain felt by those experiencing these difficulties only encourages them
to become even more crippling.
In light of the awareness
sought by the events this
week, individuals should
take the time to evaluate
how they interact with
those fighting these invisible struggles. Compassion
and friendship play a huge
role in beating the odds
and overcoming a sickness
that can feel overwhelming
and impossible to conquer.
Sufferers should be
neithr subjects of con-

tempt nor subjects of pity
— just people who, on
occasion, need additional
assistance in coping with
the challenges posed by a
life that all people sometimes struggle to endure.
No matter the source of
their pain, the solution is
certainly not to alienate or
stereotype individuals who
need support more than
scorn and caring more than
condescension.
Rather, through understanding, the thwarting of
bias, and education of all,
an environment safe and
comfortable to learn in can
be created and, more importantly, sustained.

Over-committed
student blues
Cameron Grover
Contributor
Have you ever found
yourself in a situation
where you felt overwhelmed by everything
on your plate, without
enough time to address
issues of your own? How
about everyone you know
coming to you to solve
their problems, only to
ignore your own? Or even
some people getting upset because you choose to
work through your troubles instead of helping
them? I, like my fellow
Black Bears, have experienced these things and
more. Because, as University of Maine students, we
all seem to feel an incredible need to get involved.
In everything.
For me, this has been
quite the hurdle to overcome. I willingly shoulder
the burden of a dozen different obligations in the
name of affecting change
and endlessly bolstering
my resume. At the same
time, I dedicate my time
to helping others through
struggles similar to mine.
After joining tons of clubs
and getting three-too-many on-campus jobs, I added on my aspiration to be

a writer, my focus being
activism and poetry.
But to be frank, by asking so much of myself,
I set myself up to fail.
Some things have to be
sacrificed for the sake of
others things to go well.
But the one thing I consistently sacrificed was the
time and energy to focus
on my body and mind.
I spend most of my
time arguing with people
over the importance of
these issues and the solutions that are apparent to
me. I try to help and enable everyone to have the
best college experience
that they can through each
of my jobs. Through that
ever shrinking window of
time, I found it difficult
to take time to care for
myself, especially when
caring for myself requires
defying internalized ideas
about how I need to put
others first and myself
last — if at all.
I am sure that this tendency to place personal
issues on the back burner
in favor of external obligations is easy for many
of you to relate to. But it
takes more than relating
to my personal struggle.
It is important that we understand that in order to

thrive as people, we must
shed this idea of service
over self.
Once you accept this, it
is a good idea to consider
what would be emotionally healing for you. I can
give you plenty of good
ideas for activities that
may work for you, but
the problem is any suggestion is subjective and
not guaranteed to work.
It comes down to a simple
reflection of what works
for you.
The whole point of
self-healing is to help
you to feel better and
less overwhelmed. Always be careful never to
judge yourself during a
self-healing activity, and
to always think about
how important it is that
you do this. Most importantly, love yourself
enough to consider this
a reasonable thing to do,
and try your hardest to
never feel guilty for putting other responsibilities
on the back burner in order to make yourself better. I know I’ve felt that
run-down, sallow-faced,
hurried-walking struggle
before. As the middle of
the semester approaches,
don’t forget how important you are.
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Presidential
from A6

bate. Even when the candidates shared their opinions
about one another, they did
it breezily, often ending it
with an affable handshake.
Curiously, there seemed to
be an evident difference in
the questions that the Democrats were asked. Many of
the questions posed were regarding the candidates themselves, or how they would do
things differently than President Barack Obama. There
were few questions that
encouraged
mudslinging,
but even those few that did
scarcely seemed to derail the
candidates from their proposals. Even when the moderator relentlessly brought
up Hillary Clinton’s email
scandal — a perfect opportunity for her top competitor
to pounce — Bernie Sanders
simply urged that we stop
talking about scandals and
focus on the real issues.
While I do think that the
type of questions asked fostered a significant role in the
success of these debates, I
don’t think they fully compensated for the differences
among the two. Questions
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aside, the Democrats really did seem to be more issue-oriented and less interested in attacking each other.
It was as if all candidates
believed that their opponents
would do a great job, therefore, all of their ideas should
be heard.
This seems to represent
a type of unification within
the Democratic party, which
could really work towards
the party’s advantage. The
Republicans, on the other
hand, appear to be battling
through a civil war within
their own party. These candidates were much more divided in the debate — making
it difficult for them to see
eye-to-eye as they were consistently trying to tear each
other down.
However, we are only in
the beginning of this presidential race, and both parties
could undergo major changes. The questions asked
played a key role in the presidential debates, but they do
not specifically determine
the success of a debate or
an individual candidate. As
the Democratic candidates
showed, members do not
have to partake in the mudslinging, even if they are encouraged to do so.

The waning Summer should
be cherished, enjoyed
Eliza Jones
Contributor
The October world outside my window today is
a kaleidoscope of whirling
warm colors — blazing yellow and sunset red, pumpkin swirl orange, ivory and
deep violet Mums in pots
of terracotta. But there is
a chill off the harbor. The
sea is ripping steely blue.
The sun is warm but the air
holds in its breath, the scent
of change and of winter and
of cold.
I have a friend who hates
late fall. He’s a skier. He
grew up in the mountains
of New Hampshire and he

counts down the days until first snow like it’s gold.
He says that it’s the “in-between” time shouldering
fiery fall and white winter
that he doesn’t like, those
dark days in November
when the sun sets at four
o’clock and the leaves are
gone off the trees and everything is still and gray and
silent. No snow for skiing,
but too cold to do anything
else.
I don’t think so. As illuminated and robust as this
October day is, I don’t hold
on to it feverishly. I don’t
cling to the last whispers
of fading summer nor do
I wish madly for inches of

snow.
I see hints of creeping
November out in the streets
and in the woods. The
stream behind my parents’
field sings of it. The curling
leaves that crunch underneath my slow steps speak
of it; the wind that roars
across the harbor today
claims more of them. They
skip and skitter and scatter
to the pavement.
Soon the sunset reds and
yellows and oranges will
sink into the quiet stillness
of that dreaded “in-between” time. But I don’t
dread it.
It should be a time for
planning and hunkering

down, for reacquainting
ourselves with the corners of our homes and our
minds. It is a time for reading, for catching our breath,
for walking in the woods
and hunting, for baking, for
warming our hands over
fires and friends. Late fall in
Maine is a slow bittersweet
song. It may be easy to discard it, to wish it away for
the first snow or for the mad
jingling rush of the holidays
— or, for some unfortunate
souls living here, for spring
— but this time of year is a
special season on its own.
It doesn’t need to shoulder
anything. It has plenty of
spirit to offer on its own.

Food choices come from a
deeper than the stomach
Megan Schuman
Contributor
Snap judgment. It’s
something each and every one of us do on a daily basis. A not-so-guilty
pleasure, perhaps. Not
guilty, because originally it was an evolutionary
adaptation meant to save
us from an untimely demise. Who knew danger
was no longer the wild
animal at our door, but
that girl with the sculpted
eyebrows who sits in the
back in our 100 class?
It’s not so much that
we need the cliche love
everyone, hate no one
mentality. We’re human,
we have emotions and
they’re there for a reason. But what’s important
is taking a minute before
you act on your little belligerent biases. Even if
it is just a sideways second glance, it has an effect. Now, judgement has
made its way into even
the most simple of human
activities — eating.
Food choice in the

presence of others has
changed from a simple
want to a complex, winding decision for many.
With the general public
counting calories quicker
than true crimes, a menu
turns into a mess of quick
calculations. The worry I
am getting at, of course,
is a lesser known bias the bias against eating
healthily.
Everyone is fighting
some sort of battle. The
small coworker you see
who is constantly eating low carb snacks and
doesn’t stop reading labels may have diabetes,
and is trying to keep her
body from being poisoned. The skinny kid
choosing a salad at a
burger joint has a food
allergy and would prefer not to spend the rest
of her night in agony because she ate something
she shouldn’t. And that
last one is from experience.
You become “that girl”
— the one who gets glares
and negative comments

We’re hiring
writers!

for free. Then, there are
those who simply want to
eat healthy because they
feel better when they do,
medical conditions aside.
Why is it that when we
see someone simply taking care of themselves,
we automatically put
them down? They are
free to make their choices
while I make mine. ‘They
make me look bad.’ ‘They
ruin everyone’s so called
‘cheat night’.’ ‘They
can’t just give the health
kick a rest for five minutes.’ Perhaps the key can
be found by putting confidence in what we put in
our own bodies, realizing
there are ends to every
mean. And some of those
effects do more than tip
the scale.
Judgment can save
lives, but it can also take
them. Bullying, a pointed and precarious form
of judgment, has ended
lives that no one can replace. Sometimes, it has
even made life worse for
those who choose to endure it. No one wants to

force themselves to be
sick. Bullying over such
a menial necessity is unusually cruel because
each and every one of us
partakes in such an action. As much as we try,
diets are largely affected
by the busy lives we all
lead. Trying to maintain
control of one small factor such as how one treats
their body is a natural
response, therefore judgments shouldn’t even be a
second thought.
So, next time you’re
glaring at that poor skinny
soul reaching for the lowfat, artificially- sweetened, zero-calorie-snack,
don’t think about their
choices, think about your
own. Maybe the problem
isn’t in the decisions they
are making about how to
treat their body, perhaps
the true issue is that their
body had to make their
decisions for them. And
even though the latter
sounds easier, you can
bet your last dollar, it just
makes it all the more difficult in the end.

Courtesy of Caitlyn Burman
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Diversions
Across
1. Seethe
5. Cuts corners, in a way
9. Brief passing comments?
13. Clued in about
14. Sound of the northwest
15. TV’s “Warrior Princess”
16. 24 hrs. ago
17. “___ and Her Men”
(Bergman film)
18. Some House votes
19. Harvard’s theater
group
22. Fall colors
23. Branch headquarters?
27. Treasure of Montezuma
28. Imbibes, but delicately
31. Flamenco dancer,
often
32. Place for kings or
queens
34. N.Y.C. area near the

Crossword

Village
36. Former Israeli politico
37. Flo’s comeback at
Mel’s Diner
40. Like the Tower of Pisa
42. El Misti’s place
43. Geological periods
46. Got to the bottom of
the barrel?
48. Flat fee
50. Romanian money
51. McCourt book (with
“Ashes”)
53. Old salt
55. “Get Shorty” actor
58. Auto pioneer Ferrari
61. Hawaiian singing star
62. Type of window
63. “. . . ___ good cheer”
64. Boo-boo
65. Uffizi Gallery attraction
66. ___ Bourguignonne
67. Kenny G’s need
68. Not new

Down
1. Man’s early years
2. 4,840 square yards
3. “I’m appalled!”
4. Ms. Lenya
5. “Star Trek” navigator
6. Like fine wine
7. “Cheers” actor George
8. Energetic folks take
them
9. Treat, as bottled water
10. Honeycomb inhabitant
11. Pig ___ poke
12. ___ in turkey
14. Tummy enzymes
20. Wks. and wks.
21. “___ say more?”
24. Small brigade?
25. “Are you a man ___
mouse?”
26. Prospector’s need
29. Grandeur
30. More timid
33. Like some characters
on “The Sopranos”

35. Shrek, for one
38. Shoulder wrap
39. Seeks the office of
40. Constellation near
Scorpius
41. George Hamilton’s
trademark
44. Stork’s delivery
45. Sweetened
47. Ramble
49. Leaves for a break?
52. Sleep noisily
54. Chilean pianist
Claudio
56. About, formally
speaking
57. Did a smithy’s job
58. Fall back, as a tide
59. Born, on the society
pages
60. Orange Muppet

onlinecrosswords.net. Answer key located on A5

XKCD

Word Search: Chocolate
ADDICTIVE
BAKING
BARS
BITTERSWEET
BROWNIES
CAKES
CANDY
CHIPS
CHOCOLATIERS
COCOA
CONFECTIONERY
COOKIES
CREAM PIE
CUPCAKE
DARK
DECADENT
DELICIOUS
DESSERT
DRINKS
FILLING
FONDUE

By Randall Munroe

FOOD
FUDGE
ICE CREAM
ICING
INGREDIENT
MILK
MOUSSE
PUDDING
SEMISWEET
SUGAR
SWISS
SYRUP
TREAT
TRUFFLES
UNSWEETENED
WHITE
xkcd.com
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By KC Green

puzzles.ca. Answer key located on A5

Sudoku
Each row, column and 3x3 square must have numbers 1 - 9 in any order, but each digit can only
appear once. There is only one correct answer.
Difficulty level: Medium
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Three Word Phrase

By Ryan Pequin
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Word Scramble: Autumn
1. EASELV
2. AELGOFI
3. SREET
4. ISLURQRE

7. KEAR
8. IWND
9. SANSOE
threewordphrase.com

10. DER

5. ORBWN
1. LEAVES 2. FOLIAGE 3. TREES 4. SQUIRREL 5.
BROWN 6. ACORN 7. RAKE 8. WIND 9. SEASON
10. RED

6. OCNAR

sciencekids.co.nz
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Refugees
from A1

rivers that split them. I was
horrified at the jade green
runoff coming from several
of the oil refineries outside
the airport in Pennsylvania,
but the man I was sitting next
to on the plane explained that
the runoff was completely
normal. He and I talked life
for a bit, and he told me about
growing up in New Jersey,
and I told him about growing
up in Maine.
It was stranger than fiction
to have a stranger tell a story
of a place hundreds of miles
from my home, a place that
sounded a lot like my hometown. The plane landed on
the tarmac in Philadelphia
with a high-pitched squeal of
the tires. My new friend and
I parted ways forever, and
I walked to my gate: F35.
The gate directly adjacent to
mine was a flight to Bangor,
Maine and I’ve never missed
home as bad as seeing people I knew get on a plane

to my birthplace. My heart
ached, and I stepped toward
the plane to Ottawa after an
hour-and-a-half of sitting and
staring at the people on the
flight to Bangor International
Airport.
The flight from Philadelphia took a route that I wasn’t
expecting at all. We flew so
close to Manhattan and the
other four boroughs of New
York City that it felt unlawful. One World Trade Center
was the most visible amongst
the other steel and glass
structures. It took me back
to second grade when school
was cancelled on 9/11, and
on that airplane high above
New York I remembered
walking its streets and Central Park. My plane landed at
MacDonald-Cartier Ottawa
International Airport an hour
later. I walked from the airport to my apartment about
a half mile away because the
bus service was running late,

and when I got back to my
bungalow in the sleepiest of
neighborhoods: Hunt Club.
My roommates asked me
to eat Thanksgiving with
them. I am a stranger to them,
simply a man who answered
a classified advertisement,
but even this far from Maine
I am thankful for the people
who treat me like family. The
week since I’ve come back is
a blur, but that’s mostly from
the campaigning by all the
politicians. Election Day is
Monday, Oct. 19. Canadians
have had the longest campaign season in the history
of their country: 78 days.
The 10-year-itch is a tangible
electoral process here, and
their Prime Minister has been
in office that long. Most Canadians think it’s a time for
change. The brevity of their
election seems laughable by
the standards we have in the
United States, but it is just
another subtle difference be-

Waleed Rahmatullah, vice
president of MSA, said.
“The worst part about this
is that the efforts we are doing are similar to the efforts
in response to natural disasters.”
On April 25, Nepal, and
parts of India and China
were hit by a magnitude-7.8
earthquake. The earthquake
and its aftershock killed
more than 8,000 people and
injured nearly 17,000 more,
according to the UNHCR.
The Nepalese community
at UMaine came together to
spread awareness and raise
donations for aid and relief
for the Nepalese victims.
“The Syrian crisis from
the beginning was a hundred
percent man made, which
means that it was a hundred
percent preventable. If prevented, we would not need
to be doing this [clothing
campaign] now,” Rahmatullah said. “Being involved in
the clothing drive made me
realize how fortunate I am to
have shelter, and safety. This
could’ve been us, could’ve

and the students are awesome. I always look forward
to it,” Marley said.
Marley has always loved
making people laugh. That’s
one of the best parts about
being a comedian to him. He
loves to craft his own jokes.
And yes, all of his material
are true stories that have happened to him or taken from
current events.
“Of course you are embellishing a bit from time
to time to make it work on
stage, but the root of all my
material is based in truth.

Sometimes it can be a little
more sad than what ends
up on stage and that’s why
you have to spice it up with
laughs,” Marley said. “You
can either laugh about it or
cry about it and I prefer to
laugh about it.”
Marley is never short of
material for new jokes.
“I always tell people as
long as I have problems, I
have jokes, and I have a lot
of problems,” Marley said.
Although he could not
imagine doing anything else
with his life, there are certain

things about his job that he
doesn’t love as much as the
actual shows. He truly hates
sitting on planes and waiting
around for shows to start.
“I feel like I’m wasting my life when I’m doing
that,” Marley said referring
to his impatience. “It’s boring and toxic.”
Marley’s love for Maine
is never-ending. He loves
doing his shows here just as
much as he loves the nature
of Maine and how peaceful it
is. His family loves to ski, on
water or snow.

“Usually, we waterski
until mid-November and
then we have about a threeday break and we go right to
the snow,” Marley said.
Professionally, Marley
is proud of all of his television appearances, which tally around 100 total. He has
been seen on prominent T.V.
shows such as “Late Night”
with Jimmy Fallon, the “Tonight Show,” “Conan,” and
quite a few more. Marley is
also proud of his 27 recorded
CDs and his part in the movie Boondock Saints.

A Mainer Abroad
Stephen Roberts
Contributor
It has rained or slushed
here in Ottawa for a week
or so, not that I’ve been here
to see it the entire time. I got
back from Norfolk, Va. on
Monday afternoon. It was
Canadian Thanksgiving. My
flight to Virginia had been
one of the most beautiful
flights of my life; flying over
upstate New York whilst the
sun sets is an almost spiritual experience. The red foliage on the maple trees was
bathed in an orange glow and
by the end when the sun was
far in the west the leaves contrasted the purple-green sky.
The flight home from
Norfolk to Ottawa was the
most beautiful flight I’ve
ever taken in my life. I was
glued to my porthole window
as we took off. On the ground
I could see the geometric
patterns of the fields and the

Marley
from A1

Switzerland, Beijing, Shanghai, Bermuda, St. Thomas
and Mexico.
“New England is the most
fun for me because I grew up
here and everybody feels like
family,” Marley said.
The University of Maine
is another one of his personal
favorites as well. He comes
up most falls and loves the
energy of the crowd.
“The crowds are great
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been our family.”
“We as humans have the
responsibility to help other
humans in times like this,”
Akbar Mahdavi Shakib, vice
president of ISA, said.
Mahdavi Shakib was
born and raised in Iran, and
is pursuing his Ph.D. in
chemistry at UMaine.
“War is a horrible thing,
and sadly, those who suffer
the most from it are people
who are not involved in it
- the innocent civilians,”
Mahdavi Shakib said.
As part of raising awareness of the clothing drive,
MSA hosted last week’s
Coffee Hour at the Union.
“Refugees are in need
of warmer clothes,” Mahdavi Shakib said. Since the
weather is getting cooler
in that region, donations of
new or slightly used jackets,
sweaters, coats and other
warm clothes are highly encouraged.
Donation
boxes
for
clothes can be found in residence halls, in the Office of
International Programs and
in the Union, from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. The campaign is
running until Friday, Oct.
23.
But this native Mainer
remains grounded. When
working on new jokes or
doing a show, he keeps busy
with his family and all of
their different activities. His
wife and kids are his first
greatest accomplishment and
greatest priority.
“My wife and kids always
come first,” Marley said.
Bob Marley will be at the
University of Maine in the
Collins Center for the Arts
on Oct. 23 at 8 p.m. Come
prepared for a wicked good
show full of laughs.

Through the Grapevine: I drank Villa
Pozzi pinot grigio so you don’t have to
Alan Bennett
Culture Editor
Editor’s note: “Through
the Grapevine” is a
bi-weekly wine review where
I pretend to know what I’m
talking about on the topic of
different affordable wines.
A good glass of wine can
serve as an escape from the
physical reality. With a good
vino, you can be transported
to the sprawling foothills of
Napa in California, the lush
French Bordeaux countryside or the open, golden
landscapes of Tuscany.
The back-of-bottle label
for Villa Pozzi pinot grigio
told me it would take me to
Sicily and, with temperatures plummeting seemingly out of nowhere in recent
weeks — and the stress of
senior year beginning to
take its toll — the promise of sunny, mild and sun
kissed Sicily was exactly
what I needed.
Well, Villa Pozzi lied,
and I feel personally victimized.
“When you open a bottle
of Villa Pozzi, it’s like tak-

Breweries
from A1

brewer, is also a mechanic at Swett’s Auto in Bangor. Rather than hire new
employees, Swett had the
idea to open the microbrew
with employees of the other business ventures. Swett
explained that all of the employees of the brewery have
other jobs, which makes for
long days.
Randall said that after
doing home brewing for
about a year, he won Bangor
Brewer’s Expo. This is really what kicked off the idea
for the brewery.
“It is a good market
right now. We all thought it
was a good business move,”

ing a trip to a warm, cozy
Italian villa nestled in a
small Sicilian town far, far
away from the busy everyday,” the wine’s label read.
“With Villa Pozzi, you’re
always just a sip away from
Sicily,” … in hell.
The wine has a soft, golden honey color, which is
probably its most desirable
attribute. A good pinot grigio is medium- to full-bodied, is dry without parching
the palette, and offers a delicate balance between sweetness and acidity. At first
glance, the color indicates it
will be a winner — it is not
so pale as to look weak (as
in a Sauvignon Blanc) but
not so golden that it appears
heavy (such as a good, stiff
Chardonnay).
Described as exhibiting,
“soft aromatic flavors of
perfumed rose and honeysuckle,” Villa Pozzi’s general unlikeability begins at
the bottle’s opening. Any
respectable drinker, before
not-so-subtly taking a good
test swig straight from the
bottle, gently smells the
wine once uncorked. Once

opened, Villa Pozzi immediately gave off odors reminiscent of grandma’s house:
musty, flowery and not-toofresh.
In terms of mouthfeel,
the wine’s color did accurately reflect its body. The
wine was not heavy and felt
as though it were capable of
easy, casual drinking — if
you grew up with an Italian
family, you know pinot grigio flows non-stop at every
gathering, and bottles of
it likely take up the entire
vegetable crisper portion of
your family’s refrigerator.
What? It’s made from
grapes.
The taste, however, left
much to be desired. If you
can get past the thought
of sipping on grandma’s
Chanel No. 5-soaked blankets, sharp flavors of citrus,
not easily discernable, hit
the tongue with a force that
can only be described as a
hard spank, but not in the
good way.
“Is this chicken, what I
have, or is this fish?” Jessica Simpson, eating canned
tuna, asked on a 2003 epi-

sode of her show “Newlyweds” with then-husband
Nick Lachey.
Similarly, when drinking
Villa Pozzi pinot grigio one
can only ask: Is it grapefruit
or is it lemon? Is it orange or
is it lime? Is it is vinegar or
is it wine?
The wine had little, if any,
dimension in flavor. It started dry and bitter and it ended
the same, like Thanksgiving
dinner when your estranged
aunt, without warning, asks
if you have a boyfriend yet
and, if you don’t, when you
will. In situations like these I
would immediately grab the
wine, but only if Villa Pozzi
is not in reach. Grab the
water instead, because this
wine will leave your mouth
dehydrated and your head
with a serious ache.
Admittedly, when purchasing this wine, price was
a deciding factor. At $7.99
for a 750-milliliter bottle, I
wasn’t expecting the best,
but when compared to the
wine I already held in my
hand — Barefoot brand pinot grigio at $6.99 for a bottle of the same size, which I

know is decent for its price
and which I should have
purchased — I expected
more from a wine manufactured in Italy by an Italian
family.
The Pozzi family states
it has a long history of selling and producing wine, beginning with its patriarch,
who is only made known
as Grandfather Pozzi on the
company’s website — and
from an Italian, that just
screams “The Godfather” —
but its wine is not reflective
of its alleged history.
“Using only superior
quality grapes and controlled
production, coupled with
simple, elegant packaging
at an affordable price, Pozzi
Wines continue to follow the
family motto, ‘Res non Verba’ (Deeds not Words),” the
company’s website states.
The greatest deed the
Pozzis could do would be
to take a little more pride in
their wines. When compared
to Barefoot, everyone’s
favorite Californian wine
brand first made in a garage,
Villa Pozzi pinot grigio
pales in comparison in terms

of flavor, body and profile.
The moral of the story is
to not always believe what
you read. Of course, that
means you should also take
this review with a grain of
salt, but when a wine tells
you it is a “leisurely escape
from the world outside and a
journey of taste that makes
any day feel special,” it is
more than likely lying. Instead, drink with your first
instinct.
The takeaway: When you
can, treat yourself and get
the cheaper wine instead.
Villa Pozzi pinot grigio
was advertised as a staff
pick at Burby and Bates in
Orono as of Sept. 30. It may
or may not still be listed as
such. Either way, it is recommended you not buy it.

Randall said.
Their best selling beer is
Downrigger Indian Pale Ale
(IPA), followed by Rotating Hop Session (Meridian)
IPA. Swett mentioned that
IPAs are very popular right
now, especially for the market in Portland.
Rick England also works
in the brewery, and manages
the craft beer at the Hogan
Road Deli.
Randall referred to England as the “jack of all
trades” when it comes to
beer.
The two typically brew
one to two times a week, and
brewing is a whole-day process. They have also been
swamped by interviews.
“I think it is a great draw
for the whole area. It just

gives more entertainment,”
England said.
Randall added that
having microbreweries in
Orono adds to the tourism
industry, as many beer enthusiasts will travel all over
the state to try different microbrews.
“They’re making revenue on an otherwise empty building here,” Randall
said.
While Randall and England handle the brewing,
Swett said she does most of
the paperwork and behindthe-scenes operations.
“We thought, wouldn’t
it be cool to have our own
brewery,” Swett said of
their decision to open.
Black Bear Microbrew
is partnering with Square

Tail Brewing Company of
Amherst, Maine during the
week. Friday night of Beer
Week, they plan to have a
tap takeover with five different beers on tap from
each of the two breweries,
as well as live music from
the local band Napper Paddy’s, also out of Amherst.
“It is a good chance for
people to get exposed to
Square Tail beers. They are
a little out of the way. A lot
of people probably don’t get
to try them,” Gallon said.
Black Bear Microbrew
also delivers statewide, but
has an established taproom.
Their popular brew is also
an IPA, called Tough End,
which Gallon said was
named after a bit of Orono
history about the “tough

end” of Orono.
Gallon said that in addition to collaborating
with Square Tail, they also
plan to partner with Strong
Brewing Company, from
Sedgwick, Maine. Many of
the Maine brewers know
each other, and Gallon
knows the brewers from
both Squaretail and Strong
Brewing.
Thursday night of beer
week, the two breweries will
each have beers on tap at
Blaze Restaurant in downtown Bangor. Together, they
collaborated on a new brew
for the event, called “Strong
Bear.” Gallon explained
that it is brown ale with 6.5
percent alcohol content and
has a malty flavor.
Randall of Marsh Is-

land Brewing Co. said that
their biggest night will be
at Woodman’s Restaurant in
downtown Orono on Tuesday, Oct. 20.
“Hopefully it will be just
a chance for people who
haven’t tried it yet to get to
try it,“ Randall said of the
Marsh Island beer that will
be on tap at Woodman’s.
The events will also be a
draw to University of Maine
students in Orono, which
has potential to generate a
lot of business.
Events range from locations in Aroostook County
to Bar Harbor, but most are
in and around Bangor. More
information on event times
and locations can be found
on the Visit Bangor Maine
website.
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A traditional Hindu
celebration in
Orono, Maine

Students throw colored powder in the air as part of Colorfest on Sunday, Oct. 18, 2015.

Colorfest, or Holi, is celebrated by Hindus worldwide.

Kate Berry
Staff Writer
The South Asian Association of Maine (SAAM) has
brought the Festival of Colors
from India to Orono, Maine.
The student group at the
University of Maine gathered
the funds from Student Government to recreate the colorful event that is commonly
celebrated in India during the
Holi Festival. Although the
event is normally held at the
end of March, the cold Maine

winter forced the SAAM
have to hold the event in the
fall.
The Festival of Colors
(Colorfest), otherwise known
as Holi, marks the beginning
of spring and is celebrated by
Hindus around the world. Attendees throw colored powder and scented water in the
air and at other attendees. The
ancient religious festival has
become very popular among
non-Hindus across the world
because of its colorfulness
and excitement.

Aley Lewis, Photo Editor

UMaine graduate students
Prateek Konwar and Ayesha
Maliwal are in charge of the
group and the event. The students are both from India and
wanted to bring the excitement of the colorful festival
to the school.
“This is the first time doing a colorfest here,” Konwar
said. “It is usually done in the
snow season in India, but it
cannot be done here during
that time. It works with the
fall colors right now.”
The free event had danc-

Aley Lewis, Photo Editor

A student hands out colored powder to throw at Colorfest.

ing, tug-of-war, water balloons, t-shirt making and a
food stand. Flavors of India,
a new food delivery service
in Brewer, catered the event
with an assortment of teas
and spicy foods available for
purchase.
The funding from Student
Government made Colorfest
possible.
“We were planning this
as a smaller event with just
our friends, but then we saw
that so many people were interested in it so we made it a

larger event,” Maliwal said.
“We have nearly 600 pounds
of color. We would appreciate
donations because we want
to keep having large-scale
events.”
Alice Wise, a Colorfest
volunteer and graduate student, is in her first semester at
UMaine and is a new member
of SAAM.
“It’s a lot of fun, they do a
lot of really good things, especially for international students,” Wise said.
The group had planned on

Aley Lewis, Photo Editor

about 200 Colorfest attendees.
“People have come and
gone throughout the day,”
Wise said. “So it has been a
pretty successful day.”
The next event for the
group will be on Nov. 14. It
will be a potluck in which
members will bring a dish
from where they are from.
Anyone is welcome to join
the group. Prateek Konwar
or Ayesha Maliwal can be
reached on FirstClass for
those who are interested.

Interactive art exhibit from comes to UMaine
Museum of Art, impresses crowds

One of Paul Myoda’s installations in his exhibit, HERE. The
exhibit is on display until Dec. 31.

Echo Turner
Contributor
An interactive sculpture
exhibit is open from now
until Dec. 31 at the University of Maine Museum of
Art in downtown Bangor,
featuring work by artist Paul
Myoda.

The exhibit, “HERE,”
will make viewers rethink
sculpture and light.
“I think sculptors have
always tried to breathe life
into their sculptures,” Myoda said. “I do believe that all
of the objects in our environment will soon be interactive in some way.”
Myoda’s installation con-

Echo Turner, Contributor

sists of layers of spiked metal illuminated by a central
source. Shadows dance on
the wall behind it, offering a
friendly greeting to viewers.
Looking into the center of
each piece while it is flashing leaves one feeling mesmerized, similar to the effect
of participating in an optical
illusion.

Myoda says that his interactive exhibits take a lot
of planning. Coming up
with the theme, drawing out
the ideas and testing materials for the appropriate medium is just the beginning. He
also has to take in account
price and whether he will
need to hire people to help
him.
Myoda is partially responsible for the “Tribute in
Light,” a memorial in lower
Manhattan remembering the
attack of the Twin Towers
on Sept. 11, 2001. On Sept.
13, Myoda, who had been in
lower Manhattan at the time
of the attack, collaborated
with his friend Julian LaVerdiere to light up the sky.
Consisting of a makeshift
cloud of smoke and debris,
the tribute would later turn
into the basis for the “Tribute in Light,” a one-night
event that takes place annually on the evening of Sept.
11. The tribute can be seen
within a 60-mile radius.
Myoda has received
grants from the National Endowment for the Arts, War-

hol Foundation and Howard
Foundation. He has made
contributions to several
magazines, including Art in
America and Flash Art. His
original “Tribute in Light”
piece was also published in
The New York Times Magazine. His interactive display,
such as the one found at the
UMaine Museum of Art, can
also be found at Dorsch Gallery in Miami, the Project 4
Gallery in Washington D.C.,
and the Yellow Peril Gallery
in Providence, R.I.
Myoda received his
Bachelor of Fine Arts from
the Rhode Island School of
Design and his Master of
Fine Arts from Yale University. Currently, he is a professor of visual art at Brown
University, where he has
been teaching since 2006.
The interactive exhibits
have been his main focus for
work for several years now.
On his career, Myoda
says that he never stopped
drawing and making things
when he left childhood,
much like his daughters are
always drawing and pro-

ducing now. His favorite
part about being an artist is
when everything comes together and he can share his
work with other people. As
both a teacher and an artist,
he considers it important to
pay attention to other artists’
work, but also to make your
art original. He stresses the
importance of being able to
internalize other’s pieces,
then being able to let it go
and head to one’s own project.
“I think being an artist
requires a great deal of optimism and self-confidence,
while also a great capacity
to live with ambiguity, doubt
and uncertainty,” Myoda
said. “I wouldn’t trade it for
anything in the world.”
His biggest advice to students: remain sensitive, but
with a thick skin for criticism, stay networked, but
learn to work alone and always understand that there
is no substitute for meeting
face to face with curators,
collaborators and collectors,
no matter how convenient
social media is.
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Reviews
Demi Lovato is
“Confident”

Island Records

Demi Lovato has been
making music since 2008.
In the past seven years,
Lovato has completely
transformed her music,
as well as her mindset.
She started off with gaining fans through her acting career on Disney, and
performing rock music
with her debut album,
“Don’t Forget.” Now
with three studio albums
under her belt, Lovato
has completely reached
her star potential with her
new album, “Confident.”
“Confident” shows
how Lovato has become
comfortable in her own
skin. Fans and others interested in pop culture
were shocked in 2010 after discovering Lovato’s
personal struggles. Fans
were confused and concerned for what would
happen to the newly beloved pop star, who underwent treatment for an
eating disorder, bipolar
disorder and substance
disorder that year, forcing the star to discontinue her television career
and put her music career
on hold.
After leaving treatment, Lovato showed
her triumph, and released
“Unbroken,” in 2011
with a change in genres.
The artist changed her
sound from pop-rock to
pop. “Unbroken” was
the first sign of Lovato
overcoming her demons,
but now with the release
of “Confident,” Lovato
shows how far she has
come in her music and
composure.
“Cool for the Summer” is the first single
off
“Confident.” The
song continues to play on
pop radio stations across
the country, and many
fans dubbed the song as
an anthem for this past
summer. It also showed
how Lovato wanted to be
treated as an adult that
has completely transformed from a girl in
Disney movies and TV
shows. The promotional
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Josh Fabel
Contributor
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“The Martian”

Taste of India

Fox
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covers and music video
for “Cool for the Summer” gave Lovato sex
appeal, showing off her
body clad in tight leotards
and high heels.
“Confident” brings a
new level of self-assurance to fans. The album
opens with the title track
that still demonstrates Lovato’s pop sound. The lyrics of the song will have
fans feeling comfortable
in their own skin with the
chorus chanting, “What’s
wrong with being confident?” As the album goes
on, the sound of starts to
drift from pop to soul.
Songs such as “For You”
and “Father” demonstrate
Lovato’s vocal talents
with reaching diverse
ranges. You can also tell
that Lovato looked to her
close friend, Nick Jonas,
for some help with the
new album. The two artists formed the record
label Safehouse Records
and released “Confident”
under this new label. “Old
Ways,” sounds very similar to the R&B songs that
Jonas has been producing
for his new albums, and
shows how the two have
obviously
collaborated
with each other.
Overall, “Confident,”
is a well-crafted album.
It does stray away from
the last two albums released by Lovato, but it
still shows the work of a
pop artist. The fact that
the album goes in a more
soulful direction shows
how Lovato has gained
strength in these last few
years. The album could
be identified as a reflection album for the artist
by looking at her growth
since leaving rehab. This
radiates inspiration for
many listeners and sends
Lovato’s message of feeling confident.

Nathaniel Trask
Contributor
Matt Damon has starred
in a number of blockbuster
movies since he made it to
the big time with well-known
films such as “Good Will
Hunting” and “Saving Private Ryan.” He has recently
made a name for himself
in the science fiction genre,
first with the epic film “Interstellar” and now with “The
Martian,” where he plays
astronaut Mark Watney who
is stranded on the surface of
Mars. The highly anticipated
movie has thrived in the box
office and with other critics,
and it’s no surprise why.
Like in many movies
he has appeared in, writers
have always enjoyed putting
Damon in dire straits and
watching the action and drama ensue. “The Martian” jostles viewers’ emotions to the
point of fatigue. It is no easy
task to bounce from watching part of your home go up
in flames to filling in the void
with dry humor. What this
film provides is the realization of a dreadful situation
combined with the struggle
to overcome it and the humor
to cope. Indeed, it is incredibly funny.
Leading the charge to retrieve their fellow crew member is Jessica Chastain who
plays Ares III Commander
Melissa Lewis. Chastain has
also starred alongside Damon in “Interstellar” where
she played Murphy Cooper.
Coordinating the rescue on
Earth are veteran actors Jeff
Daniels, Sean Bean and Kristen Wiig. Chiwetel Ejiofor,
notable for his performance
in “12 Years a Slave,” plays
NASA’s Mars mission director.
Based on Andy Weir’s
debut novel of the same
name, director Ridley Scott
manages to combine action
and perilous situations with
a healthy dose of comedic relief. Damon’s character Watney makes continuous jokes
about his creative engineering (mostly when he tries to
grow potatoes) and when his
character is not lightening the
mood, an enthusiastic NASA
astronomer creatively alludes
to their situation as similar to

Taste of In(digestion): Taste
of India in Bangor
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J.R.R. Tolkien’s “Lord of the
Rings.” In fact, the amount
of humor that is put into
this movie is surprising. At
times, it even alleviates the
feeling that there is anything
wrong at all, which the audience knows is not the case.
After all, Mars is many millions of miles from Earth and
it is estimated it would take a
manned spacecraft as many
as 300 days to get there.
Nevertheless, it is always
important to maintain high
hopes about survival, and
these lofty beliefs translated
well into the movie’s success. It offers something for
every viewer and gives reenergized vigor to NASA’s
effort to actually reach the
red planet within the foreseeable future. It is obvious
that Scott and his production
crew spent a lot of time making sure the story elements
were scientifically correct
and feasible in a Martian
environment, considering
Watney was faced with more
than one insurmountable
task including growing food
and creating water. Thankfully some of his professional skills include botany.
You may ask, “Where do
you film a movie in a landscape that looks similar to
Mars?” The answer: Jordan.
Set designers followed in the
steps of other Mars-based
films to the Jordanian valley of Wadi Rum. The red
sandstone and granite rock
provided a highly accurate
backdrop for Watney’s travels in the habitat’s rover.
After months of hype and
close-ups of Matt Damon’s
face, “The Martian” has finally hit theaters and has
quickly become the critical
and commercial success it
was expected to be. Do not
fear, though. If the trend continues, it will not be the last
time the movie industry will
spend money on retrieving
his characters again.

Delaney Fitzpatrick
Contributor
The plain white and
black sign hangs dully
from the side of the building, not really calling to
any wandering potential
customers. But for those
who do venture in, they
are in for a surprise. Upon
entering, the word elegance comes to mind. The
beautiful sparkling array
of chandeliers hangs from
the ceiling, enticing you
inside. Even more enticing
are the stunning Indian tapestries of different colors
that hang where certain
ceiling tiles should be. And
if by any chance that tapestries and chandeliers don’t
appease the local eye, then
there are beautiful paintings on the walls above the
tables. There is no way to
run out of things to look
at. The entire aroma of
the restaurant smells of a
mixture of cinnamon, nutmeg and Montreal Steak
Seasoning, which is only a
bit more appetizing than it
sounds.
The menu is six to seven pages of straight overwhelming. Normally, the
Golden Rule of fine dining
is “the more, the merrier,”
but this time; the more was
much too much to be merrier. If one doesn’t even
know what Indian food is
or what tastes good, then
prepare to sweat as the
waitress comes for the
third time to check to see if
food is ready to be ordered.
As the sweat succumbs
to panic, a waitress on
break sits at the bar singing something. At least it
is slightly soothing to the
mini heart attack, but also
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distracting from the seven
pages of food options. Finally, in a rush, the food had
arrived before having the
chance to actually digest
that food had been ordered.
The chicken makhani
arrived with a side of white
rice. Chicken makhani is
a chicken stir-fry like dish
comprised of tomato puree
and mixed spices. It’s color
was eerily reminiscent of
lobster, with almost no fragrance and about the same
of taste. And what little
taste there was, it was an
awkward mix. The chicken
came in too large of chunks,
and was cooked on the inside but didn’t appear to be
at first. On the outside, the
chicken appeared hot pink,
which was highly unappetizing. Upon eating, it did
not impress and had little
to no taste in general. The
whole meal could be described as such: not much
taste in general. Not much
of the chicken makhani was
eaten, but Chipotle was hit
up after for a smoked chicken rice bowl with extra guacamole and, as usual, they
never disappoint.
Taste of India is located
in the downtown Bangor
area at 68 Main Street and
is open at 11 a.m. daily, and
normally closes between
9 p.m. and 10 p.m. Downloadable menus are available at their website tasteofindiamaine.com.
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Demi Lovato, Confident
Deerhunter, Fading Frontier
Joanna Newsom, Divers
Bridge of Spies (in theaters)
Goosebumps (on DVD)
Paranormal Activity - The Ghost Dimension (in Theaters)

Oct. 16
Oct. 16
Oct. 23
Oct. 16
Oct. 16
Oct. 23
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A rise in Orono
breweries: First
Greater Bangor
Beer Week

Nestled in downtown Orono, the Orono Brewing Company joins 14 other breweries to celebrate the first Greater Bangor Beer Week, Oct. 17 to Oct. 25.

Chloe Dyer
Staff Writer
The smell of brewing beer
filled the crisp fall air on a
Friday afternoon in downtown Orono as brewers from
the most recent microbrew
prepared for Greater Bangor
Beer Week, which is being
held from Sunday Oct. 18 to
Sunday, Oct. 25 at various
locations in the greater Bangor area. This is the first beer
week the area has seen, with
15 breweries participating,

in addition to 11 other local
businesses.
Greater Bangor Beer
Week gives local breweries
a chance to get noticed for
their brews.
Three local
breweries in Orono — Orono Brewing Company, Black
Bear Microbrew and Marsh
Island Brewing Company —
are participating in tap takeovers at local restaurants and
various events throughout
the week. There are 28 total
events happening in greater
Bangor throughout the week

that will draw beer aficionados from across the state.
“Having a beer week is
just a fun event that gives
people some exposure to
what we are all doing,” Tim
Gallon, owner of Black Bear
Brewery, said.
Black Bear Brewery
opened in Orono in 2004,
moved to their current location in 2007 and is the oldest of the three breweries in
Orono.
The past few years have
seen several microbrews

open in town, with Orono
Brewing Company in 2014
and Marsh Island Brewing
Co. in 2015.
“We have been open for
a number of years now and
it is nice to have people excited and interested,” Gallon
added.
Marsh Island Brewing
Co. just opened in August
with their first brew.
Friday afternoon, Oct.
16, the brewers were running
around, managing the brewing equipment and juggling

multiple interviews.
Marsh Island Brewing Co. is located on Main
Street next to Swett’s Tire &
Auto Center. In addition to
these two businesses, Alice
Swett owns an auto center
in Bangor, as well as Hogan
Road Deli, where they sell
many craft beers. Although
the brewery is new, they already have a wide distribution across the state. They
are currently not open to the
public with a taproom, but
hope to be in the future.

Helping hands: students A moment
collect clothing for with comedian
Syrian refugees
Bob Marley
Aliya Uteuova
Contributor
At the University of
Maine, student organizations
are working together to help
the Syrian refugees who have
fled their homes. The International Student Association
(ISA) and Muslim Student
Association (MSA) have
partnered with the non-profit
organization Helping Hands
for Relief and Development
(HHRD), and initiated a
campus-wide clothing drive.
MSA advisor Hina Hashmi,
who graduated from UMaine
in May 2015, proposed the
idea of a clothing campaign
at the UMaine campus. This
August, the Islamic Center
of Maine in Orono organized
a clothing drive with HHRD
and according to Hina Hashmi, advisor of MSA, it has
been a success.
“We have three or four
Syrian families in our community, and some still have
relatives in Syria whom
they are unable to see and
it is very difficult to contact
them,” Hina Hashmi said.
“No one can really ignore
this urgent issue in the world
right now, it is the biggest

refugee crisis since World
War II,” Fazeel Hashmi, secretary of MSA, said. “It is incredible to see ISA and MSA
get involved in humanitarian
efforts and dive into some
pretty incredible projects.”
In March of 2011, in the
wake of the Arab Spring,
Syrian people marched in a
peaceful protest against their
President, Bashar al-Assad’s, government. Since
then, peaceful protests have
escalated to ongoing military sieges, armed rebellions, bombings and killings
of civilians. The United
Nations confirmed the usage of chemical weapons in
the 2013 Ghouta attacks in
the suburbs of Syria’s capital Damascus. As of Oct. 4,
2015, there are more than
four million registered Syrian refugees, according to
the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR).
The majority of Syrian
refugees are fleeing to the
neighboring countries of
Turkey, Jordan and Lebanon.
Within the last four years,
an immense number of refugees fled the civil war by
crossing the Turkish border,

making Turkey the biggest
refugee-hosting country in
the world with 1.9 million
registered Syrian refugees,
according to the UNHCR.
There are 22 operating refugee camps in Turkey which accommodate
210,000 refugees. The rest
either try to make a living in
the cities, or with the hopes
of find a better future in
Europe. An overwhelming
amount of refugees attempt
dangerous journeys to Europe across the Mediterranean and Aegean Seas. Not
all of them make it across
alive due to drowning from
overcrowded plastic inflatable boats. Those who do
make it through still face
challenges such as lack of
resources and shelter.
The donated clothes
which will be sent to the
HHRD office in Jordan,
where they will be distributed among the Syrian refugees in Jordan, Lebanon and
Turkey. In order to cover the
cost of the shipment of containers, ISA and MSA are accepting monetary donations.
“The crisis is sad,”
See Refugees on A9

Delaney Fitzpatrick
Contributor
Every year, loud peals
of laughter come from the
Collins Center for the Arts.
The reason for the laughter,
smiles and inevitable stomach aches from laughing so
hard? Bob Marley is in the
house.
Comedian Bob Marley, a
Mainer himself, has a New
England sense of humor.
“I was born in Bangor in
1967. So now I’m 48. Holy
guacamole I’m getting old,”
Marley said in an email.
Marley’s parents, Bob
and Marcia Marley, or as he
lovingly has dubbed them
“Robbit and Maaaaaasha”
raised him in Maine, where
he has lived his whole life.
“We lived in the Bangor
Gardens behind Broadway
in Bangor until I was in fifth
grade and then we moved to
Waterville, Maine and finally
ended up in Portland for my
high school years,” Marley
said.
He liked each place for
different reasons, but was
glad when the family finally
settled in Portland because of

all the different things to do
down there.
He went to the University of Maine at Farmington
and started doing comedy
professionally there in 1991,
which was his junior year of
college. His first show was at
a health fair.
“They were focusing on
stress relief through laughter.
I was nervous until I got up
there and then it felt awesome,” Marley said.
He estimates that over
his entire career, he has done
somewhere between 8,000 to
10,000 shows.
“When I lived in Los Angeles, I would do eight or ten
shows a week. Sometimes in
Boston, I would do 60 sets a
month,” Marley said.
Although he loves doing
shows in Maine, some of
his favorite places to do his
comedy shows are Washington D.C., Arizona, Las
Vegas, New York, Colorado,
Ohio and Canada. He has
been to every state in the
United States. He has also
traveled to 15 to 20 different
countries, with a few of his
favorites being Kuwait, Iraq,
See Marley on A9

Sze Wing Wong, Staff

“We have a decent
amount of beer across the
state,” Swett said. Swett explained that they distribute
beer from Wells to Houlton.
They have already made
a couple of trips to Portland
to distribute beer, and also
have people routinely come
to pick up brews from across
Maine to sell in other retail
locations.
Clay Randall, head
See Breweries on A9

go!
What’s happening in
and around Orono
this week

Monday, Oct. 19
Climate change and
agriculture: Views
from the farm
3 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Senator George J.
Mitchell Center,
Norman Smith Hall
Thursday, Oct. 22
The New Writing
Series:
The Poetry of Black
Mountain College: A
Celebration
4:30 p.m. to 6:30
p.m.
IMRC, Stewart
Commons
Symphonic Band
and Jazz Ensemble
Combined Concert
7:30 p.m. to 9:30
p.m.
Collins Center for the
Arts

Sports
Men’s Hockey
Maine ties Union
Maine and Union battle
to a 1-1 tie before
Union took game two
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UMAINE RESULTS

10/16 Men’s Hockey at Union
10/17 Men’s Hockey at Union
Football vs. Yale
10/18 Women’s Hockey at Merrimack
Women’s Soccer vs. Binghamton
Field Hockey vs. UMass Lowell

Tie
Loss
Loss
Win
Loss
Win

1-1 OT
2-0
21-10
2-1
2-0
2-0

Women’s Soccer
Black Bears down UNH
Maine takes a contest on
the road to UNH before
falling 2-0 on Sunday
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Conference scores, standings and upcoming schedule on B4

Black Bears fall to Yale on Homecoming 21-10
Michael Schuman
Staff Writer
For the second straight
home game, the Maine
Black Bears could not get
out of their own way, losing
their homecoming football
game to the Yale Bulldogs
21-10. After leading for
most of the game, Maine
penalties allowed Yale to
come back and win the
game in the fourth quarter.
The Bulldogs outworked
the Black Bears through
their running game, led by
second-year running back
DeShawn Salter, who had
139 yards on 37 carries and
two touchdowns.
Yale struggled through
the air, as fourth-year and
2014 second team AllAmerican
quarterback
Morgan Roberts completed
14 of 33 passes for 185
yards and an interception.
“We knew going in
that Maine has a physical
secondary,” Yale Head
Coach Tony Reno said. “We
knew catches were going
to be contested. That was
something we worked on in
practice.”
For the Black Bears, the
offense was bolstered by an
inconsistent running attack,
led by second-year running
back Nigel Beckford, who
ran for 78 yards on 25
carries. He also had Maine’s

only touchdown in the
contest.
Unlike previous games,
Maine only used one
quarterback, as third-year
Dan Collins got the start
and played the entire game,
completing 19 of 49 passes
for 199 yards. Collins was
also picked off twice.
Once
again,
Maine
struggled with third downs
on both sides of the ball,
going 8-20 on offense while
allowing Yale to convert
6-16 on defense. Three of
Yale’s first downs came by
way of the penalty in the
fourth quarter, allowing
them to score to put the
game out of reach.
“We were out-played,
and we were out-coached.
That’s what happens in
a game like this,” Maine
Coach Jack Cosgrove said
after the game. “There was
a total lack of discipline
late. Very disappointing…
angering.”
“We came up here and
thought we had to play
the best football we could
possible play,” Reno said.
“Our kids responded to
the challenge in all three
phases, especially early
on defensively, making
some stands in really tough
field position. They played
physical in what I thought
were key situations.”
Yale finished the game

Black Bear Jamil Demby engages Yale defender while Dan Collins makes a pass.

with an edge in total yards,
with 362 to the Black Bears
308.
Maine began the game in
control, owning the time of
possession by a five minute
margin in the first half.
The Black Bears would
play to a scoreless first half,
as neither team could get
anything going on offense,
despite having excellent
field position for most of

their drives; starting at
midfield after bottling Yale
up in their own end.
Maine would start the
second quarter off with a
15 play 71-yard scoring
drive, capped by Beckford’s
1-yard-run for the score.
Maine would convert on
four straight third-down
situations, including a 12yard completion to firstyear receiver Micah Wright

Sze Wing Wong, Staff Photographer

to put the Black Bears on
the 2-yard line.
After getting the ball to
the 1-yard line, Beckford
was able to maneuver
around the line to score
Maine’s only touchdown
on the next play, putting the
Black Bears up 7-0.
Yale would have a
productive drive on their
next possession, taking the
ball to the Maine 15-yard

line before Salter fumbled.
Maine fifth-year defensive
end Mike Kozlakowski
pounced on the ball to end
the drive.
Maine’s defense would
make a goal line stand on
Yale’s final drive of the half,
stopping Salter on the run
twice and then blocking a
pass on third down to force
See Football on B3

Field Hockey rolls to Women’s hockey splits
eighth consecutive win
conference action
Michael Schuman
Staff Writer

Katie Bingle fights for a pass against UMass Lowell on Sunday.

Timothy Rocha
Contributor
The University of Maine
field hockey team hit the
road and beat Dartmouth
College in a 2-1 matchup
Tuesday. Maine held onto
a one goal lead for the
last half of the contest.
The Black Bears now own
a 13-2 overall record as
they continue their run of
dominance.
Dartmouth
falls to 4-7 on the year.
Maine came into the
game riding a five game
winning streak, beating
America East Conference
rival University of Vermont
just two days earlier.
Dartmouth had lost three
of their last four entering
the contest.
The
Black
Bears
capitalized with early
momentum on a score
just four minutes into
the game. The goal came
from fourth-year back
Nicole Sevey who took an
unassisted shot on thirdyear goalkeeper Paige
Duffy, raising Sevey’s goal

count to three on the year
and giving Maine a 1-0
lead.
With 10 minutes left in
the first half, Dartmouth
tied the game with a score
from Rebecca Hu. Hu beat
second-year
goalkeeper
Emma Cochran on a
penalty corner shot, which
knotted the score at 1-1.
Despite
taking
seven
different penalty corner
shots during the game,
Dartmouth was only able
to score on one of them.
Five minutes after Hu’s
goal, Maine once again
stole the lead. The Black
Bears scored when firstyear midfielder Samantha
Gomes set up an assist
to second-year forward
Madison Cummings, who
beat Duffy to the back of
the cage for a 2-1 Black
Bears lead.
At the beginning of the
second half, second-year
goalkeeper Emily Corbett
replaced Cochran. With
only a minimal lead late in
the match, Corbett shined.
Maine played well in

Aley Lewis, Photo Editor

the win, but could only
manage two goals on 12
shots in the contest.
Maine Field Hockey
Beats Rival UNH 4-1
For the first time since
2009, the Maine Field
hockey team left a match
against the University of
New
Hampshire(UNH)
victorious. Riding a strong
performance from their
defense, Maine stopped
New Hampshire on 10
different penalty corner
attempts.
Fourth-year
forward Jessica Skillings
also dominated, grabbing
one goal and two assists.
Friday’s 4-1 home win
vaults the Black Bears
to 14-2 on the year, with
an undefeated 4-0 record
within their conference.
New Hampshire now
falls to 5-8 overall and
2-2 in the America East
Conference.
“We
had
been
anticipating this game for a
really long time, so coming
into the game, we were
See Field Hockey on B6

The
University
of
Maine women’s hockey
team battled to a weekend
split with Hockey East
opponents
the
Boston
College Eagles and the
Merrimack
Warriors.
Maine took a 4-0 loss to BC
on Saturday, but rebounded
to beat the Merrimack
Warriors 2-1 on Sunday.
Maine shut out by No. 2
Boston College
The Maine Black Bears
were kept off the scoreboard
after an undefeated Boston
College team overpowered
Maine. For the Eagles, it
was their first shutout of
the season, winning the
contest 4-0.
BC’s
second-year
goaltender Katie Burt made
all 17 saves to keep the
Black Bears in check, while
Maine fifth-year goaltender
Meghann Treacy made 48
saves while allowing four
goals.
The Eagles provided
plenty of offense, shooting
the
puck
52
times,
outshooting the Black
Bears 24-6 in the first
period and then 20-1 in the
second period.
All of the scoring was
done by seniors, as BC
fourth-year forward Haley
Skarupa had a pair of
breakaway goals in the
contest, her 20th career
multiple goal game.
Fourth-years
Meghan
Grieves and Alex Carpenter
also scored for the Eagles.
For Carpenter, it was her
ninth goal in six games.
The Black Bears only

took 17 shots on goal,
including 10 in the third
period, the only period
in which they outshot the
Eagles. Third-year forward
and leading scorer Audra
Richards led Maine in shots
on goal with four.
The Eagles would get
on the board twice in the
first period, scoring two
goals in 49 seconds. The
first came from Skarupa,
who received a pass in the
neutral zone and was able
to sneak around the defense
along the boards.
She cut towards the slot
on a partial breakaway, and
put the puck over the glove
shoulder of Treacy to give
the Eagles an early 1-0 lead.
Grieves would be the
next Eagle to score just
seconds later, when she was
able to beat two defenders
to the top of the circle in
the offensive zone to get
a clean shot off. The shot
evaded the traffic in front
of Treacy, and found its
way into the back of the
net.
The Eagles would take
the 2-0 lead into the first
intermission.
BC was back at it
again halfway through
the second, when Skarupa
was able to get behind
the defense and score on
another breakaway.
Fourth-year
forward
Dana Trivigno won a
puck battle in front of the
benches and got a pass off
to Skarupa who put the shot
over Treacy’s glove again
to increase BC’s lead to
3-0.
BC’s final goal would
come off of two deflections,
as a solid offensive cycle

would lead to a shot from
the high slot by fourth-year
defenseman Lexi Bender.
The shot was initially
tipped by first-year forward
Makenna Mewkirk, but
that shot went wide where
Carpenter was waiting to
tip it into the net.
The Black Bears would
bring the pressure with 10
shots on goal in the third,
but Burt was there for the
Eagles to preserve the
shutout and the win.
For BC, it was their
26th straight regular season
win versus Hockey East
opponents, a streak that has
lasted since Feb. 11, 2014.
Maine
Finishes
Weekend Series with Win
at Merrimack
The Black Bears took to
the ice at the Lawler Rink
in North Andover to take on
the Merrimack Warriors on
Sunday. Merrimack is a new
addition to Hockey East
this season, but experience
aided the Black Bears in a
2-1 win.
After allowing the initial
goal in the first period,
Treacy settled down to
post two shutout frames,
making 32 saves. Her
counterpart, Warriors firstyear goaltender Samantha
Ridgewell made 20 saves
while taking the loss.
The Black Bear offense
was led by Richards and
third-year forward Emilie
Brigham, who peppered the
net with six and three shots,
respectively.
Despite
the
shot
production by Richards
and Brigham, second-year
forward Catherine Tufts
See Hockey on B3
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Soccer tops UNH, falls to Binghamton 2-0
Spencer Bergholtz
Staff Writer
Black Bears top UNH
2-1 in overtime
Second-year forward
Kaitlin Saulter was heroic
for the Black Bears
women’s soccer team,
scoring in overtime on
the road to take down
rival University of New
Hampshire 2-1. Saulter
wasted no time, striking
the game winner just 2:59
into the overtime period.
The win improves Maine
to 8-5-1 on the year and
New Hampshire falls to
6-7-3.
Saulter recovered a
loose ball in heavy traffic
in the middle of the field,
then
moved
upfield,
taking a rising shot from
18 yards that found its
way through UNH thirdyear goalie Mimi Borkan
and into top left corner of
the net.
The Wildcats got on the
board first when secondyear midfielder Brooke
Murphy received a touch
pass from fourth-year
forward Caroline Murray
inside of the box, ripping
in a shot for a 1-0 lead.
Maine answered the
call just 1:21 later when
first-year forward Jenna
Soucy netted a pivotal
goal. For Soucy, it was
the first goal of her Black
Bear career.
Soucy took a lead pass
in stride from fourth-year
forward Charlene Achille
and let one go from 30
yards, hitting directly off
the left post and into the
back of the net.
Both teams were in
attack mode in the second
half, applying pressure
at both ends of the field.
However, neither team
could find the back of
the net before the end of
regulation. Black Bears’
third-year
goaltender
Claudia
Dube-Trempe
played well in net,
turning aside 3 of 4 shots,
allowing the Black Bears
to continue their success
in conference play. With
the win, Dube-Trempe

improved her record to
8-4-1 in net and reduced
her goals against average
to 0.98 on the season.
Maine
falls
to
Binghamton 2-0
The Maine Black Bears
suffered a ruthless loss to
the Binghamton Bearcats
on
Sunday
afternoon
by the score of 2-0.
Dropping Maine’s record
to 8-6-1 overall, while
Binghamton improves to
a dismal 2-11-2.
Binghamton
struck
first in the 26th minute
when fourth-year forward
Katherine
Corcoran
scored a bizarre goal
coming off a corner kick
shot that she bent in over
the top of Maine’s thirdyear goaltender Claudia
Dube-Trempe’s
head
and in the back of the
net, putting the Bearcats
on top 1-0. Binghamton
never looked back from
there. Dube-Trempe was
sharp in between the
pipes for Maine, saving
seven out of nine shots
that came her way.
Maine
had
plenty
of opportunities in the
second half of this game,
including a chance when
Binghamton goalie came
way out of her net to
make a play, and the
rebound went fell to the
Black Bears first-year
defender Kate Evans,
who ripped a shot on net
but unfortunately hit a
Binghamton defender who
was on the goal line to bail
out her goalie. Then in
the last ten minutes of the
contest Maine’s standout
first-year forward Vivien
Beil broke loose for a
breakaway and had a great
look from about 15 yards
out and Binghamton’s
second-year goalie Katie
Hatziyianis made a heroic
diving save to deny the
ball from going in the
bottom left corner.
After multiple missed
opportunities
by
the
Black Bears, Binghamton
put the icing on the
cake in the 86th minute
with an insurance goal,
putting them up by

Maine freshman Anetra Byfield collides with Binghamton forward Samantha Crane

two. Third-year forward
Leighann Bennett scored
a nice goal as she took a
through ball from secondyear midfielder Hannah
Shankman and buried it
in the bottom right corner
from 10 yards out without
any Maine defenders in
the area.
Binghamton
Head
Coach Sarah McClellan
was very happy about her
team’s win after coming
in as underdogs.
“We have been in so
many close games this
season that have not gone
our way, it’s nice to be on
the other end of it for a
change,” McClellan said.
Binghamton
has
struggled mightily this
year and this big win
over Maine may be the
highlight of their season.
Maine is looking to get
back on track and into
playoff form on Thursday
for senior night when they
play host to Stony Brook
at 7 p.m.

Aley Lewis, Photo Editor
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Hockey ties Union,
drops second game 2-0
Jacob Posik
Sports Editor

Nigel Beckford sheds a Yale defender

Football

from B1

Yale to kick a field goal,
cutting Maine’s lead to 7-3.
Maine would take that lead
into the half.
In the second half,
things began to unravel for
the Black Bears, as they
allowed Yale to score on
their second drive of the
half. Salter would score his
first of two touchdowns on
his third straight attempt.
The extra point was missed,
so Yale would only take a
9-7 lead.
Maine would try to gain
the lead midway through
the third quarter on a 42yard field goal attempt by
fourth-year kicker Sean
Decloux, but the Bulldog
defense was able to break
through the line and block
the kick.
“To be honest, Yale, they
wanted it more,” fourth-year
linebacker Randy Samuels

Sze Wing Wong, Staff Photographer

said. “They came out strong
from the beginning.”
The Black Bears would
retake the lead for the final
time when Sean Decloux
tacked on a 35-yard field
goal late in the quarter to
make the score 10-9 Maine.
After that, Maine would
be outscored 12-0 in the
fourth quarter as the offense
was unable to produce.
“We weren’t playing
together,” Collins said. “I
didn’t think we did a good
job communicating and we
weren’t together on some
plays. We have to have all
11 guys do the right thing
for the play to work. It
wasn’t happening.”
Yale would score on a
Salter 17-yard touchdown
run and then on a 26-yard
scramble by Roberts after a
read option play fooled the
Maine defense, a couple of
uncharacteristic plays for
the physical Black Bear
front seven.
“In
our
defense,

consistency is key. They
came out hard and fast and
that consistency wasn’t
there for us,” Kozlakowski
said on the late defensive
struggles. “It wasn’t a
question of who wanted it
more, but who could bring
it out onto the field.”
The Bulldogs would
hold onto that 21-10 lead.
It was their third straight
non-conference win of the
season.
“We’re proud of the kids,
how the prepared, how they
played. I’m just glad we
came away with the win,”
Reno said.
With the win, Yale
improves to 4-1 overall (1-1
Ivy League). After losing
the game, Maine falls back
to 2-4 (2-1 CAA). Maine
will remain at home for
their next contest, a CAA
conference tilt with the
Stony Brook Seawolves.
Kickoff at Morse Field will
be at 12:30 p.m. on Oct. 24.

Broncos are NFL’s best
worst team at 6-0
Connor Schneider
Contributor
If you asked a casual
Broncos fan how the
Broncos were doing this
year, they would be effusive
in their praise. Undefeated
after five games, the
Broncos have wins against a
Lions team that nearly beat
the Cowboys in the playoffs
last year, the Vikings with a
reinstated Adrian Peterson,
and two divisional games
against the Chiefs and
the Raiders. Looking at
that body of work, it has
been a great season for the
Broncos thus far.
From
a
win-loss
standpoint, the Broncos
are on top. They have a
shutdown defense that
includes Aqib Talib and
Chris Harris Jr, perhaps
the best cornerback duo
in professional football.
Their linebacking corps
is as strong as any, with
Von Miller and Demarcus
Ware dominating opposing
offenses. And offensively?
They have Peyton Manning,
perhaps
the
greatest
quarterback of all time — a
Super Bowl MVP, all time
leader in touchdowns and
passing yards in football
history.
This
year,
though,
despite
their
record,
something is wrong with
the Broncos. It’s looking
more and more like the
missing piece of the puzzle
is Manning himself. Once

Hockey
from B1

and fourth-year forward
Abby Cook each scored
goals for the Black Bears.
First-year forward Emily
Volpe had the lone goal for
Merrimack, while the shots
on goal were more spread
throughout the lines, as the
Warriors outshot Maine 33-

Last season, the Maine Black
Bears hockey team played the
defending National Champions,
the Union College Dutchmen, in
its home opener. That weekend
series was a shellacking for the
Black Bears, falling in those
contests by scores of 3-0 and 5-2
respectively.
What a difference one year
can make, as this year they
managed a tie Friday before
falling 2-0 Saturday.
Maine ties Union in 1-1 in
overtime
With first-year goaltender
Rob McGovern (0-0-2) manning
the crease on Friday night at
Messa Rink, Maine tied Union
1-1 in overtime before dropping
its first game of the season 2-0 on
Saturday.
McGovern looked as good
against Union as he did last week
in his collegiate debut, when he
backstopped the Black Bears to a
tie 1-1 against who is now the top
ranked team in the nation, North
Dakota.
In his second straight start,
McGovern stopped 28 of the 29
pucks he faced, giving Maine the
opportunity it needed to come out
of the weekend with points. He
also ended Maine’s two game
streak of relinquishing a power
play goal. McGovern and the
Black Bears defense thwarted
all five of the Dutchmen’s
opportunities on the man
advantage.
However, McGovern was
matched by third-year netminder
Alex Sakellaropoulos who made
32 saves for Union.
The scoreless tie came to an
end in the middle period. Union
first-year forward Brendan Taylor
tallied the first collegiate goal of
his career on a pass from third-

shots on goal in the first period
to Maine’s four. The Dutchmen
tallied another 11 in the second
period, but the Black Bears
defense, led by Morris, was able
to keep Union off the board.
Fourth-year
defender
Sebastien Gingras broke the
scoreless tie 5:56 into the third
period. Taylor found Hines in
the offensive zone as he made a
cut into the slot from behind the
Maine net. Hines sent a pass to the
right point, where Gingras found
the puck and sent a slap shot
through traffic that found the back
of the net. The goal was reviewed
for potential goalie interference,
but the goal was allowed and the
Dutchmen took a 1-0 lead.
Third-year forward Mike
Vecchione, who tallied five
points against Maine last season,
doubled the Union advantage
with five minutes remaining in
the contest to give the Dutchmen
the 2-0 victory.
Battling for possession at
his own end of the ice, Gingras
collected the puck and found
Vecchione open with space
along the right boards. Vecchione
took the puck from end to end
and sniped a shot from the right
circle that beat Morris, sealing the
shutout victory for Union.
Maine tallied 12 shots in the
final period, but Kupsky and the
Dutchmen defense played well
enough to keep the Black Bears
off the board.
Union outshot Maine 33-26
in the contest. Both teams failed
to tally a power play goal again,
making both teams scoreless with
a man advantage on the weekend.
After the weekend series,
Maine’s record moves to 0-1-3
while Union improves to 2-0-2
on the season.
Maine travels on Tuesday
to face the No. 17 Quinnipiac
Bobcats. The Bobcats are 3-0,

Playing numb: A darker
side of the NFL

you move past the W’s
and look at the games that
have been played, they’re
closer in score than usual.
Very close. This isn’t the
Broncos team of two years
ago that smashed offensive
records with an unstoppable
Manning at the helm. This
is a Manning that, so far,
has thrown six touchdowns
and seven interceptions.
Yes - that statline is correct.
Peyton Manning, within
five games, has thrown
more interceptions than
he has thrown touchdowns
in an offense that includes
star receivers Demaryius
Thomas and Emmanuel
Sanders.
The
defense
has been salvaging wins,
despite a quarterback who
has regressed to a level that
even the harshest of critics
wouldn’t have envisioned
after last season.
So what’s going on with
Manning? Perhaps his
problems are the product
of a new offensive system.
Gary Kubiak took over as
head coach after Jon Fox
departed at the end of the
2014 season. As a 39-yearold quarterback, playing
in a new scheme can be
difficult. With more time,
Manning may be able to
settle into a rhythm and
improve his numbers, but
that is yet to be seen.
It’s also impossible
to ignore the sieve of
an offensive line that’s
protecting him. The free
agency pickup of guard
Evan Mathis was predicted

to bolster an already strong
offensive line, but that has
not been the case. Manning
has been sacked 12 times
this season. For a 39-yearold who has spent the last
25 years of his life getting
knocked down in the pocket,
it could be that Manning has
finally reached his physical
limits. Maybe, though, the
offensive line will settle
into expectations and begin
to actually protect their
quarterback.
It could just be that he’s
39, and that is pushing
ancient
for
an
NFL
quarterback.
In
recent
memory, only Brett Favre
has gone longer. Manning’s
arm doesn’t look like it
used to, and he’s slow to
get up after hits. It’s certain
though that his physical
capabilities are limited in
comparison to what they
used to be.
Regardless of whether
it’s the scheme, the
offensive line, or Manning
himself, the fact remains
that he’s taking a beating
and it’s showing on the
scoreboard. The season
is only a third of the way
complete, so there is time
to turn things around.
And,
Manning
easily
could. After all, he’s still
Peyton Manning, one of
the greatest to ever play the
game at quarterback. But,
at this point, the question
might be whether or not
Manning can survive the
remainder of the regular
season.

In a full contact sport like
football, pain is something
players know very well. Every
player is always looking for
that edge they need, something
to keep them on the field at all
times while performing at the
highest level. They need a goto option. They look for that
option in pain killers, which
they are pressured to take by
team doctors. This is a dark
side of the league that needs
to be addressed.
Playing through pain is
something every professional
football
player
prides
themselves on. But, when the
will to push through it just
isn’t enough, the pain needs to
be cured. That cure is the use
of the anti-inflammatory drug
called Toradol, which is used
for “short-term management
of moderately severe acute
pain.”
From the outside, reading
that definition makes it seem
as though the drug is simply
just a pain reliever. To know
the full danger, it is important
to look further into the drug.
Long term use of the drug
could cause addiction, as its
label states that total use of
the drug should not exceed
five days.

22

Ridgewell would hold her
ground to take the 1-0 lead
into the intermission.
Maine carried their
momentum into the second,
when an early goal by Tufts
would tie the game at one.
Despite being outshot
in the period, the Black
Bears would score again
at the 12:30 mark in the
second period. Cook would
score her first goal of the

season on a feed from firstyear defenseman Cassidy
Herman to make the score
2-1 Maine.
The third period would
be a defensive affair, as only
a total of eight combined
shots made it on goal.
Each team would have
the chance to go on the
power play in the third, but
neither team could score
with the main advantage.

Merrimack would get on
the board in the first two
minutes of the first period,
when Volpe would put the
puck past Treacy to give
her team an early 1-0 lead.
The rest of the period
would
remain
highly
contested, as the Black
Bears would end up
outshooting the Warriors
13-11 in the period, but

year forward Eli Lichtenwald
4:27 into the period.
Second-year forward Tyler
Hynes found Lichtenwald in
the offensive zone, who made
a sharp pass across the slot to
Taylor. Taylor sent a wrist shot at
McGovern that beat him to the
right side of the net, giving Union
a 1-0 advantage. Maine outshot
Union in the period 15-12 but
couldn’t beat Sakellaropoulos.
With just 5:56 remaining in
regulation, Black Bears third-year
forward Brian Morgan found
twine. Third-year defender Eric
Schurhamer sent a pass to fourthyear forward Andrew Tegeler
as Maine set up in Union’s
defensive zone. Tegeler crossed
the puck to the right circle where
Morgan connected, beating
Sakellaropoulos and knotting the
score at 1-1.
Neither team was able to find
the back of the net in the final
period or overtime.
Maine outshot Union in the
contest 33-29, the most explosive
offensive output we’ve seen
from the Black Bears thus far.
Despite excellent penalty killing,
the other half of Maine’s special
teams couldn’t produce, failing
to convert on any of its six power
play opportunities.
Dutchmen hand Black Bears
first loss of the season
After three straight ties to
heavily favored opponents,
Maine fell for the first time this
season after dropping a 2-0
contest on Saturday. Union firstyear goalie Jake Kupsky shut out
Maine in his collegiate debut.
Third-year netminder Matt
Morris (0-1-1) backstopped
the Black Bears through two
scoreless periods before giving up
two goals in the final period.
Union’s offensive attack was
relentless throughout, beginning
the contest by registering 11

Derek Douglass
Contributor

So what happens if a
player takes it every week
for an entire season? That’s
a very troubling thought,
considering the amount of
damage the drug is doing on
a player’s liver and kidneys.
Some of the side effects of
Toradol include heart attack,
stroke, renal failure, internal
bleeding and gastrointestinal
bleeding.
The bottom line is, Toradol
is not safe.
What’s astonishing is that
doctors were advocating use
of Toradol for players to help
their pain.
As a player, you look
at your doctor as a trained,
licensed professional, and you
buy into everything they say.
“I was complaining of a lot
of pain in my leg, so I allowed
the doctors on my team to
advise me that it wasn’t that
big of a deal, and they told
me to let them shoot me up
with this and that it will take
away my pain, and continue
to allow me to play,” former
NFL player Kyle Turley said
of Toradol.
What are the doctor’s
motives in these situations?
It’s hard to distinguish
whether they care more about
the business of the sport or the
players themselves.
The long term effects
Maine would end the game
0-3 on the power play,
while the warriors would
finish 0-4.
After the final whistle,
Maine would hold on to a
2-1 lead to get their second
conference win of the year
Maine sits at 2-4 (2-2
WHEA,) while BC remains
undefeated at 6-0 (2-0
WHEA.) Merrimack split
their weekend series, and

on players can be brutal. In
exiting the league after your
career ends, you no longer
have medical coverage. After
numbing pain for the duration
of their careers, players feel
the lasting effects after they
retire.
“I had a 3.8 GPA in
college, now I can barely
read or write. I got glaucoma,
I can’t see. The dementia is
really starting to take a toll
on me, that’s enough to make
you want to commit suicide,”
Keith McCants, a former NFL
linebacker, said. “Before it
was over, I was consuming
180 pills a week, not knowing
the affects it had on my liver
and kidneys.”
The NFL cares more
about pumping their players
full of pain pills and rushing
them back onto to the field
than actually caring about
their players. This new era
of playing numb needs to
come to an end, and it must
end now. If it doesn’t, soon
enough, players will be lining
up to sue Roger Goodell and
the rest of the league. Each
player will have a case, as they
have been misled to consume
these harmful pain pills. The
league and its players are all
at a huge risk by avoiding this
issue. The care of NFL players
needs to change before it’s too
late.
currently post a 1-5 (1-1
WHEA.) Maine is tied for
first place in Hockey East
with four points in four
games, along with BC and
Boston University.
Maine will return home
to Alfond arena for their
next home series versus
Brown University on Oct.
23 and 24. Puck drops at 7
p.m. for both games.
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Around the Conference

FOOTBALL SCORES
10/10

Willaim & Mary
Villanova
Delaware
Rhode Island
James Madison
Towson
Elon
Richmond
Maine
Albany
10/17 Richmond
Rhode Island

CONFERENCE STANDINGS
38
16
0
20
51
30
14
27
39
7

New Hampshire
William & Mary
James Madison
Elon
Villanova
Albany
Yale
Maine
Towson
Stony Brook

18

1

34

2

51

3

0

4

37

5

0

6

21

7

10

8

21

9

14

10

37

11

12

12

CAA RECORD

OVERALL

4-0

7-0

3-0

5-1

3-1

4-2

2-1

3-3

2-1

2-4

1-2

3-3

1-2

3-3

1-2

2-4

1-3

2-3

1-3

2-5

1-3

2-5

1-3

1-6

James Madison
Richmond
William & Mary
Villanova
Maine
New Hampshire
Towson
Delaware
Stony Brooke
UAlbany
Elon
Rhode Island

UPCOMING

GAMES

Thursday, October 22
Woman’s Soccer
v.s. Stony Brook
7 p.m.
Friday, October 23
Field Hockey
at Albany (N.Y.)
1 p.m.
Woman’s Ice Hockey
v.s. Brown
7 p.m
Men’s Ice Hockey
v.s. New Brunswick
7 p.m.
Saturday, October 24
Men’s Swimming
at Maine
Woman’s Swimming
v.s. URI
2 p.m

WOMEN’S SOCCER SCORES
9/27

Maine
UMBC
Stony Brook
New Hampshire
Hartford
Vermont
UMass Lowell
Binghamton
Binghamton
Stony Brook
Albany
Hartford

1
0
3
2

CONFERENCE STANDINGS
UMass Lowell
Vermont
New Hampshire
Maine

3

1

1

2

1

3

2

4

1

5

1

6

3

7

0

8

1

9

Football
v.s. Stony Brook
12:30 p.m.

AE RECORD

OVERALL

3-0-3

9-2-4

4-0-2

6-7-3

3-1-1

8-5-1

Woman’s Ice Hockey
v.s. Brown
7 p.m.

3-2-1

6-6-1

Sunday, October 25

2-2-1

5-7-3

2-0-3

5-0-10

1-2-2

3-9-3

1-3-1

6-8-1

0-4-1

1-11-1

Hartford
New Hampshire
Maine
Vermont
Stony Brook
UMass Lowell
UMBC
Albany
Binghamton

1

Woman’s Soccer
v.s. Albany
2 p.m.

Around the
League
Thursday, October 22

1

Women’s Soccer

2

Binghamton v.s. UMBC
6 p.m.

WOMEN’S FIELD HOCKEY SCORES
10/9

Maine
Albany
UC Davis
UMass Lowell
New Hampshire
Vermont
Northwestern
Stanford
10/11 Yale
Albany
Vermont
Maine

6

CONFERENCE STANDINGS

New Hampshire
2
Boston College
3
Uni. of the Pacif.
2
California
3 10/13 Dartmouth
1
Maine
2 10/16 Maine
3
New Hampshire
0
UMass Lowell
2
Albany
1
Uni. of the Pacif.
3
Stanford

2

1

4

2

0

3

1

4

1

5

AE RECORD

OVERALL

0-0

14-2

0-0

11-2

0-0

5-8

0-0

3-11

0-0

5-9

Maine
Albany
New Hampshire
Vermont
UMass Lowell

2

Hartford v.s. New Hampshire
6 p.m.
Albany v.s. UMass Lowell
7 p.m.
Friday, October 23
Field Hockey

4

Albany v.s Cornell
7 p.m.

1
1

UMass Lowell v.s. Liberty
3:30 p.m.

3
1

Stanford v.s. UC Davis
9 p.m.

0

Saturday, October 24
Football

THE BIG TIME
The Carolina Panthers remain perfect, defeating the
Seattle Seahawks 27-23 on
Sunday.

Cubs and Mets advance to
NLCS, with New York taking game one in the series.

Richmond v.s. James
Madison
3:30 p.m.

Highlights from last week’s professional action
Michigan State stuns Michigan, returning a fumble on
the final play of the game to
take the contest 27-23.

Joey Logano spins Matt
Kenseth at Kansas Speedway, earning his second
straight victory in Nascar’s
postseason.

The Miami Dolphins rebound after firing former
head coach Joe Philbin. The
Dolphins responded with a
38-10 victory over Tennessee.

New Hampshire v.s Delaware
3:30p.m
Hampton v.s. William&Mary
3:30pm
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UMaine’s Casey Crowley battles for possession with a pair of River Hawks defenders

Field Hockey
from B1

we were mentally and
physically
prepared,”
first-year midfielder Lydia
Gavner said.
Maine
entered
the
matchup at 19th in the
country in the NFHCA
Coaches Poll.
The game began with
flashbacks to previous
seasons, as New Hampshire
unexpectedly
got
on
the board first. Thirdyear midfielder Lindsey
Nerbonne snuck the ball
into the goal, giving
the Wildcats a 1-0 lead.
Second-year goalkeeper
Emily Corbett was unable
to stop the ball on the play.
Nerbonne’s goal marked
her team-leading eighth of
the season.
The Wildcat’s lead
didn’t last long, as the
Black Bears tied the
game up when fourthyear midfielder Marissa
Shaw beat second-year
goalkeeper Melissa Rize
to knot the score at 1-1.
The score was also Shaw’s
eighth of the season.
Three minutes later,
Maine stole the lead with
a score from Skillings.
Second-year back Adriana
Martineau set up an assist
for Skillings, who slid the
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ball through defenders and
into the net, giving Maine
a 2-1 lead.
The first half ended
with a 2-1 Black Bears
advantage.
At the start of the
second
half,
secondyear goalkeeper Emma
Cochran took over for
Corbett. Cochran faced a
tough challenge as New
Hampshire forced eight
penalty corner shots on
her but she held strong, not
allowing a single score.
Instead, she managed to
grab three saves during
her half in net, giving
Maine a reliable defensive
presence.
Maine applied more
pressure and raised their
lead to two goals when
third-year
midfielder
Sydney Veljacic scored
off a shot on a penalty
corner. Skillings assisted
on the goal, which marked
Veljacic’s
team-leading
10th goal on the season.
With the game quickly
slipping out of reach, New
Hampshire did everything
they could to get back
on the scoreboard. Two
shots by second-year back
Ashley Mendonca and one
shot by third-year back
Jackie Hozza all resulted
in saves by Cochran.
While New Hampshire
struggled to capitalize on

their opportunities, Maine
made the most of them. On
a penalty corner attempt
late in the game, Skillings
trapped the ball from a
UNH defender and let
first-year back Samantha
Wagg take a powerful
shot on Rize that scored,
raising the Maine lead
to 4-1. The goal marked
Wagg’s seventh of the
season, making her the
Black Bears top scoring
rookie. Along with her
seven tallies this season,
Wagg has also received
America East Rookie of
the Week honors on two
occasions.
For the last few minutes
of action, New Hampshire
failed to pressure Cochran,
ending the contest with a
4-1 final.
Despite
taking
10
penalty
corner
shots
throughout the game,
New Hampshire couldn’t
get past Maine’s defense.
Maine scored on two of
their five penalty corner
opportunities.
“I thought we did really
well, we were moving a
lot more at the beginning.
It was a bit of a slow start,
but we ended up picking
it up, obviously [we]
came back good with the
win,” first-year midfielder
Casey Crowley said.
“I think, overall, we did

Aley Lewis, Photo Editor

really well and it showed
on
the
scoreboard,”
Gavner said.
New Hampshire will
get its chance for a rebuttal
when they host Maine on
Nov. 1
Maine defeats UMass
Lowell for eighth straight
win
Nearing the end of their
season, the Maine field
hockey team hit full stride,
grabbing their eighth win
in a row. The Black Bears
15th victory of the year
came when the Black
Bears beat the University
of Massachusetts, Lowell
2-0 on Sunday. Despite
taking 29 shots throughout
the game, Maine struggled
to get past secondyear goalkeeper Kelsey
Federico, who grabbed
12 saves. With the home
win, the Black Bears are
now 15-2 overall and an
unblemished 5-0 within the
America East Conference.
The River Hawks on
the other hand, have seen
their season deteriorate
quickly.
After starting
out 5-2, the River Hawks
have dropped their last
eight games to stand at
5-10 and 0-5 within their
conference.
During their previous
matchup earlier in the
season, the Black Bears
won 4-3 in an overtime

thriller. The River Hawks
gave Maine problems as
they managed to score
three goals in the game,
which was the most Maine
allowed all season. Their
second matchup, however,
went very differently, as
each team found it difficult
to put points on the board.
Maine
came
out
swinging, with heavy
pressure
from
thirdyear midfielder Sydney
Veljacic. Veljacic, who has
a team-leading 10 goals
this year, took eight shots
throughout the game, but
none of them managed to
beat Federico.
Maine
forced
11
different penalty corner
shots during the first half,
but ultimately could not
get any points as a result.
Throughout the season,
the Black Bears have
dominated on penalty
corners,
but
UMass
Lowell had an answer to
all of Maine’s attempts in
this matchup.
The River Hawks only
managed to get one shot
on the goal during the
game, which resulted
in a diving save by
second-year
goalkeeper
Emma Cochran. Along
with fellow second-year
goalkeeper Emily Corbett,
Maine has formed a very
productive rotation of two
talented goalkeepers.
The game picked up as
Maine managed to fire 19
shots during the first half.
Of those, nine of the shots
were on goal. Despite the
heavy pressure, Maine
only managed to get into
the net once.
Maine got on the
board first, with a score
from third-year forward
Danielle Aviani. After
having a four game
scoring drought, Aviani
finally bounced back. On
the play, Aviani stretched
the field and ran behind
defenders.
Fourth-year
forward Katie Bingle sent
a pass to Aviani, who
only had Federico to beat.
Aviani slid the ball past
Federico and met the back
of the cage, giving Maine
the 1-0 advantage.
Six
minutes
later,
Aviani once again got
behind the defense on a
shot attempt at Federico.

Aviani hit a quick shot,
but Federico stopped the
pass. Aviani had her best
performance in weeks,
after being relatively quiet
since her overtime winning
goal during Maine’s last
matchup against UMass
Lowell.
The half ended with
a score of 1-0 in favor
of Maine. The second
half started with Corbett
replacing Cochran, as the
two often do. Throughout
the
season,
Maine’s
rotations of Corbett and
Cochran have helped them
build a solid defense.
Deep into the game,
Maine raised the lead
with a goal from firstyear midfielder Libby
Riedl. Riedl’s sixth goal
of the season put the Black
Bears up to 2-0. During
the play, Casey Crowley
hit a pass ahead of Riedl
who capitalized on the
opportunity. She managed
to catch up to the pass
and, with no pressure from
defenders, beat Federico.
“It was a good pass
from Casey Crowley, (it
went) all the way up to the
front,” Riedl said. Riedl
has been a very promising
rookie this year, as she has
already earned America
East Rookie of the Week
honors twice.
For the remainder of
the game, UMass Lowell
struggled to apply any
more pressure on Corbett.
The game ended with
Maine up by 2-0, giving
the Black Bears their
second win against UMass
Lowell this season.
The scoreboard may
not show it, but the Black
Bears did not play very
well. Their 15 shots on
the goal only resulted
in two points. Moving
forward, the Black Bears
cannot allow many more
mistakes as the remainder
of their games are crucial
conference matchups.
The Black Bears have
no time to celebrate
the win, as they will be
traveling to the University
at Albany on Oct. 23. The
Black Bears will need to
step up their game if they
hope to take down the No.
10 ranked Albany for a
second time this season.
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